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A b strac t
This thesis is concerned with the problem of colour shade grading for Industrial 
Inspection and attempts to find accurate and robust solutions to this problem.
The application we are interested in, is the automation of the ceramic tiles man­
ufacturing process so as to replace the human inspectors responsible for the quality 
control of the product. Therefore our aim is to perform the colour grading in a way 
which is consistent with what the human experts and subsequently the clients would 
perceive.
First an overview of colour vision, colour measurement and colour constancy is 
given. Then a method that tackles the problem of colour grading of uniform and 
patterned surfaces is proposed. This method is the first step towards colour grading 
since it involves various corrections of the data, so as to provide the necessary 
precision for any further attempt.
The problem of colour grading of random textures is then addressed. A method 
based on the comparison between colour histograms is proposed, and various sta­
tistical aspects involved in the comparison of distributions such as the colour his­
tograms are discussed. Since the real-time implementation of any industrial inspec­
tion method should be taken into account, we use a space-effective method of storing 
colour histograms.
Having solved the problem of colour grading for the majority of uniform and tex- 
tured surfaces, we then try to optimise the performance of the proposed techniques, 
for cases where it fails. We attribute that to the fact that every electronic sensor 
captures colour and patterns in a way which only approximates what the human vi­
sion system would perceive. First we propose a method of perceptual colour grading 
of uniform surfaces, which transforms the camera data to data as they would have 
been recorded by the human eye. This method makes use of metameric data, to de­
termine the relation between the human and the electronic sensors. We use various 
methods of generating metamers, and we show how the need of a spectrophotometer 
can be overcome.
In a similar way, we propose a method of perceptual colour grading of random 
textures, which involves the restoration of the electronically acquired data and then 
their transformation to a colour space which expresses the way we perceive colour 
texture. We test both methods with real data, and we compare them with the 
non-perceptual ones.
All the methods proposed in this thesis have been tested with real data, from the 
ceramic tiles manufacturing industry, previously colour graded by human inspectors. 
The consistency of the methods has been tested by using various sets of all sorts 
of tiles, and by repeating the acquisition and grading processes many times for 
every set of tiles. Further, these experiments have been carried out using different 
apparatuses, thus allowing us to draw conclusions about their quality and to make 
our methods as hardware independent as possible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Colour is one of the most important properties which people use for object dis­
crimination. As a consequence, the colours of consumer goods profoundly influence 
consumer acceptance. Some products, like textiles, cosmetics and paint, we buy pri­
marily and purposely for the emotional effect produced by the colours. Others we 
buy primarily for other purposes, but often respond to their colour without knowing 
it. Therefore, colour measurement and assessment is an integral part of modern 
business [1].
Colour does not just add beauty to a scene, it has many functional roles in vision 
as well.
• Some tasks humans perform, such as searching, classifying and predicting are 
made easier and faster with the use of colour cues and knowledge about objects’ 
colours.
• Colour is identified as one of the features observed pre-attentively by humans 
once they encounter a scene and as such, it is computed in parallel with other 
features so that they can all be integrated during interpretation at a later 
stage.
• The most evident interaction of colour is with contours - colour seems to fill
areas surrounded by contours and can assist in border detection when the 
stimulus has luminance changes.
• Colour is apparently perceived during motion, which suggests that there is 
some interaction between the two mechanisms.
It may be said that the measurement of colour will be finally satisfactory when 
it agrees with what the average human observer sees. Thus, visual perception and 
colorimetry must agree in their evaluations. However, despite the vast research in 
traditional colorimetry, this requirement has not yet been met [2]. Nevertheless, the 
use of multi-spectral and colour image data is rapidly gaining popularity with the 
advent of fast computing hardware and the widespread availability of high quality 
colour cameras, digitisers and monitors.
The introduction of colour to industrial machine vision can significantly extend 
the range of its applications to include errors in appearance or aesthetic presentation 
of products, as well as those arising from morphology. Although a great deal of work 
on inspection systems has been done, most of this work has used image brightness 
only and made little or no use of colour information [3].
Ceramic tableware inspection has been the subject of research reported by Finley 
et al [4], but these authors were mainly concerned with the feature identification 
and rather gross colour variations, with very little attention paid to the colour con­
stancy problem, i.e. the identification of a colour irrespectively of the illumination. 
Grading of wood has been reported by Boardman et al [5], but using traditional 
colorimetric techniques. Similar techniques have been used by Wutscher & McCol­
lum [6] and Nagao & Nakashima [7] for colour measurement of soil and of marine 
sediments, respectively. Another colour vision inspection system for integrated cir­
cuit manufacturing has been developed by Barth et al [8]. Colour has also been 
used to identify spray paint caps, to detect colour codes on resistors, to guide a 
robot to selectively pick up petri dishes, and to segment images into sets of uniform
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colour regions and to detect edges in images [9].
1.1 M otivation of this work
Our motivation for this work is the automation of the ceramic tile manufacturing 
process. This process is completely automated with the exception of the visual 
inspection of the product during the various phases of fabrication. The final inspec­
tion to guarantee the quality of the product is particularly demanding and has to 
be carried out at considerable rates which are of the order of two tiles per second. 
The inspection process checks for faults which can be either physical cracks, shape 
irregularities, surface bubbles or pin holes, and surface texture or design defects [10]. 
For tiles which pass the stringent quality tests, the inspection process proceeds with 
colour shade grading to ensure uniformity of chromato-textural properties of the 
final product.
The main characteristic of the automation of colour grading of ceramic tiles is 
that it is very demanding since it must perform as well as the human inspectors 
do, while working at the threshold of human colour perception. At this level, the 
difference between the various colour grades is of the order of 1 or less grey scale 
value in each spectral component, out of a full range of 256. Indeed, the number 
of shades of a particular nominal colour is of the order of several dozens and to 
the untrained eye the neighbouring shades may not be discernible. In any case, the 
whole range of shades covers only an extremely small volume in the RGB space 
which seldom exceeds a sphere of 3 grey level radius. Even in low noise conditions, 
the classification problem involved in grading is faced with signal to noise ratios 
of 1:10. In practice, the signal to noise ratio is aggravated by many other, often 
dominating, factors.
Problems such as the spatial and temporal variation of the illumination may 
introduce effects which make colour grading impossible. Humans not only can cope
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with spatially variable illumination, but even with spectral variations in the illu­
minating source. This is because the human vision system exhibits at least partial 
colour constancy over a wide range of viewing conditions [11]. A computer vision 
system, however, has to rely on the process of image acquisition to achieve colour 
constancy. Other distortions are introduced by the vignetting effects of the camera 
optics, and by non-linearities in the sensitivity of the camera CCD elements.
Further, when designing a surface inspection system for the aesthetic appear­
ance of the product, one must take into consideration the psycho-physical processes 
involved. Surfaces that appear to be similar with an electronic sensor are not nec­
essarily similar for a human expert. Especially for tasks such as industrial inspec­
tion, where the product must match the aesthetic requirements of the clients, the 
“subjective” measurement of colour becomes more important than the “objective” 
measurement that an electronic sensor may achieve. Therefore, such a system must 
distinguish the differences between different colour grades in a way which is in agree­
ment with what a human inspector would do.
1.2 Scope of this work
The scope of this thesis is to solve the problem of colour shade grading for industrial 
inspection of flat surfaces.
Throughout this thesis we assume that our goal is to perform the colour grading 
in a way which is consistent with what the human inspectors perceive. This is 
necessary, because we are interested in the aesthetic effect of the colour. All the 
proposed algorithms are extensively tested with real data, in this case various sets 
of ceramic tiles, which have been previously colour graded by human experts in 
the factory. All the data have been digitised using a variety of high quality colour 
cameras and frame grabbers. In addition, some spectrophotometric measurements 
have been carried out. The consistency of all the experiments is verified by repeating
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them several times.
Colour grading consists of two individual parts, the grading of uniform surfaces 
and of randomly textured surfaces. Surfaces with geometric patterns can be consid­
ered as a special case of uniform surfaces. Therefore, we first attempt to improve 
the quality of the data coming from an electronic camera. We propose solutions to 
the problems of spatial and temporal variations of the illumination, and we perform 
the colour grading of uniform surfaces (or of surfaces with patterns).
Then we extend our method, to surfaces with random textures. We propose a 
method based on the comparison of colour histograms, and we discuss some statis­
tical aspects of this comparison.
In order to improve the colour grading performance, we propose a perceptual 
correction for colour grading of uniform surfaces, based on a transformation of the 
data acquired with the electronic sensor to data that approximate what a human 
observer would perceive.
The latter approach may be used to correct the colours perceived by the electronic 
sensor, but it does not take into consideration the way humans perceive surfaces 
with very fine texture. Therefore, we propose a method for colour shade grading 
of randomly textured surfaces, which emulates the way the human visual system 
perceives colour texture.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
In Chapter 2 aspects of human colour vision are discussed, and then an overview of 
existing methods related to colour measurement using machine vision is given. We 
also discuss why other methods, mainly colour constancy methods, do not fulfill the 
requirements of colour grading.
In Chapter 3 we discuss problems we were confronted with, like the temporal 
and spatial variation of the illumination, and the ways we dealt with them. Then,
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we present results of correctly grading a series of uniform and patterned surfaces, 
the differences of which were at the threshold of human perception.
In Chapter 4 we propose a method for colour grading of surfaces with random 
colour textures. For each surface we compute the colour histogram and then we 
compare it with a reference histogram. For efficiency, the colour histograms are 
stored in a binary tree structure. For this comparison we propose the use of the linear 
correlation coefficient, as a reliable test statistic, as opposed to the traditionally used 
X^-test. We show that in the case of colour grading it gives equally good results, with 
the extra advantage of being defined in a closed range, thus making thresholding 
easier. Further, we carried out simulations of a production line, where we do not try 
to grade a collection of pre-scanned tiles, but instead our system sees one tile at a 
time as they come out from the production line. In this case no pre-selected reference 
tile is available and its selection is totally random - the first tile that comes out of 
the production line. Thus, we propose a scheme where multiple reference surfaces 
can be used.
In Chapter 5 we extend our method for colour grading of uniform surfaces by 
introducing a perceptual transformation from the electronically acquired data to 
data which would have been recorded by the human vision system. This is neces­
sary because the spectral sensitivities and the perceptual properties of humans are 
quite different from the characteristics of an electronic sensor, and this may result 
to different colour grading performance. To compute the attributes of this transfor­
mation we make use of synthetic metameric data, which we show that they perform 
equally well as the real metameric data acquired with a spectrophotometer.
In Chapter 6 we propose a perceptual correction for colour grading of random 
textures, which takes into consideration the perceptual properties of the human 
vision system and the properties of the electronic sensor when texture is viewed. 
We propose a method which first restores the electronically acquired data, and then 
converts them to a perceptual space which emulates the way humans view texture.
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Finally, we conclude in Chapter 7, where the main contributions of this thesis 
are clearly outlined and future research work towards other possible directions is 
suggested.
Chapter 2 
Overview of Colour M easurem ent 
and Industrial Inspection M ethods
2.1 Introduction
Colour vision has always been an area which benefited from contributions of dif­
ferent disciplines of science. Developments in the area of physics, physiology and 
psychology, and their implication on computer vision have led to many hypothesised 
models of this sensing modality, some of which are widely accepted. Perhaps one of 
the main contributions to the rapid development of colour vision applications are the 
discoveries of psychophysical theories which made colour more widely understood. 
The trichromatic theory of colour vision was first suggested at the beginning of the 
19th century by Thomas Young. It considered colour as a combination of three 
primary colours, R (red), G (green) and B (blue). The opponent-colour model was 
proposed by Ewald Hering who suggested that three mechanisms mediate in colour 
vision; one accounts for the perception of red and green, the second accounts 
for yellow and blue, and the third for black and white distinctions [9].
The colour spectrum may be divided into six broad regions: violet, blue, green, 
yellow, orange and red. No colour in the spectrum ends abruptly, but rather each
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colour blends smoothly into the next (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Visible Spectrum.
Basically, the colours that human beings perceive in an object are determined by 
the nature of the light reflected from the object. A body that reflects light that is 
relatively balanced in all visible wavelengths appears white to the observer. However, 
a body that favours reflectance in a limited range of the visible spectrum exhibits 
some shades of colour. For example, green objects reflect light with wavelengths 
primarily in the 500 to 570 nm (10“® m) range, while they absorb most of the 
energy at other wavelengths.
Despite the seemingly infinite variety of colours that are available to us, the 
colour of single lights can be reduced to just three variables. This property of human 
colour vision is referred to as trichromacy. Owing to the structure of the human 
eye, all colours are seen as variable combinations of the three so-called primary 
colours, red (R), green (G) and blue (B). For the purpose of standardisation, the CIE 
(Commission Internationale de 1’ Eclairage) assigned in 1931 the following specific 
wavelength values to the three primary colours: blue =  435.8nm, green =  546.1 nm 
and red =  700nm. Trichromacy has been taken to imply two basic assumptions:
•  Any colour can be matched by a vectorially additive combination of three 
primary spectral responses.
•  The colour processing is linear, indicating the properties of proportionality 
and additivity.
The primary colours can be added to produce the secondary colours of light, i.e. 
magenta (red +  blue), cyan (green +  blue) and yellow (red +  green). Mixing the
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primaries or a secondary with its opposite primary colour, in the right proportion, 
produces white light. Any input into the visual system is mapped into a trivariance 
space which results in a representation of the 3-dimensional tristimulus space.
Colour shade grading can be viewed as a method of accurate measurement of 
colour using machine vision techniques, which aims to automate the visual inspection 
of a product. Therefore, colour grading is related to both colour machine vision and 
industrial inspection. In that respect, this chapter gives an overview of methods 
relative to colour grading. Section 2.2 is a survey of various inspection systems 
proposed in the literature. Section 2.3 discusses what the colour constancy problem 
is and what methods have been proposed to solve it. Section 2.4 discusses an 
interesting object recognition method, based on colour only features. Section 2.5 
concludes this chapter.
2.2 Industrial Inspection
Industrial inspection is an active field of machine vision. Competition is forcing the 
manufacturers to increase the speed and quality of the production while keeping 
cost at a minimum. The increase in production speed makes quality control of the 
finished product very difficult, because human inspectors cannot cope with it, thus 
judging the quality of the product only from samples. This results m degraded 
quality. Therefore, the automation of industrial inspection is a crucial step towards 
a fully automatic industry, and machine vision plays a very important role in this 
area.
Traditionally, machine vision systems have been developed for (texture) defect 
detection. A system for the inspection of non-woven materials, such as some types of 
textiles, plastics and metals, is discussed in [12]. The authors discuss various issues 
in web inspection and present a system for texture characterisation based on fractal 
measurements and co-occurrence matrices. The inspection of patterned material in
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the textile industry is discussed in [13], where a method for defect detection based on 
periodicity breaking of the material densitometrical profile is proposed. The finish 
inspection of glass production is discussed in [14], based on a directional gradient 
method, which discriminates the defects from the noise produced by the reflection 
of the finish. An object oriented recognition framework for the inspection of Surface 
Mounted Electronic Assemblies is proposed in [15]. '
However, the above mentioned systems do not make any use of colour. The 
use of colour in image processing is motivated by two principal factors. First, in 
automated image analysis, colour is a powerful descriptor that often simplifies object 
identification and extraction from a scene. Second, in image analysis performed 
by human beings, the motivation for colour is that the human eye can discern 
thousands of colour shades and intensities, compared to only two-dozen shades of 
gray [16]. Only recently the information conveyed by colour has been exploited. The 
recognition of fish species by colour (and shape) is proposed in [17]. The inspection 
of ceramic tableware using a neural network system is proposed in [18]. Finally, the 
detection of defects in colour texture analysis is discussed in [19, 20].
Colour is a key issue in modern business. For example, a mass production 
industry which produces items comprised of many individual parts, must ensure first 
that every part has a colour which will yield a good impression to the customer, 
and second that different parts of the same product have exactly the same colour. 
The essence of mass production is interchangeable parts; the colour of any of the 
thousands parts produced, must match any of the thousands of a different part, if 
those two parts are going to be used on the same product.
The colour of food or even of food packaging can be very important for the 
commercial success of a product. For this reason, colour tolerances on food packages 
have to be very small, since packages with extraordinary colours are usually not 
bought.
Although the process of colouring and pigmentation has attracted a lot of re­
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search, at the other end, the quality inspection of the produced colour is still done 
by human inspectors in most cases. The reason is that an automated colour in­
spection system must match very demanding requirements. Currently, only humans 
operating at the threshold of colour perception can achieve this.
One of the weaknesses of most machine vision systems is that they are depen­
dent on the illumination. Even in a controlled industrial environment, there might 
be temporal and spatial variations which will affect the performance of a system. 
On the other hand, the human visual system can deal with such variations. This 
characteristic is called colour constancy and it has not been fully understood yet. 
Various methods, both from the area of psychophysics and of computational vision 
have been proposed, in order to explain colour constancy, and several algorithms 
have been proposed for machine vision systems which try to imitate it. Research 
on computational colour constancy comes mainly from the area of robotics and of 
object recognition, and therefore deals with gross colour changes. However, since 
many concepts are related to colour grading, we discuss colour constancy in the next 
section.
2.3 Colour Constancy
Colour constancy is the ability of the human visual system to judge, preattentively, 
the reflectance of objects in the visual world under a range of different illuminants. 
Colour constancy is not perfect: if the illuminant is strongly saturated (lacking in 
white), we make errors. However, for natural variations, such as changing daylight 
conditions caused by varying cloud cover, we do rather well [21].
In computer vision, the term “colour constancy” usually means the recovery of 
perceived surface colour from the strengths of three receptor values representing 
cone responses of the visual system, RGB responses of a colour camera or the like, 
independent of the colour of the light illuminating the object. Being able to extract
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colour descriptors that are independent of the illumination is desirable because of 
the variety of situations in which colour is important, but illumination conditions 
cannot be controlled. Such situations include visually guided robots, automatic 
terrain classification by remote sensing, and perhaps somewhat less obvious, colour 
reproduction [22].
The colour constancy problem consists of an input which is an image of a scene 
viewed under unknown lighting conditions and an output which is the image of 
the same scene viewed under a known canonical illuminant. The colour constancy 
problem can be split into two related parts: the image model and the recovery 
algorithm. The image model describes the interdependence between illumination, 
reflectance and the visual system’s (camera or human observer) response. The 
recovery algorithm attempts to extract reflectance information from an image [23].
There are three basic linear candidate image models - trivial, coefficient and 
general (Figure 2.2). In the trivial model, observations are mapped to descriptors 
by a simple global intensity scaling. A separate scaling factor is applied to each 
sensor channel in the coefficient model. The general model is more complex still, 
each descriptor value being the weighted sum of the three observation responses. 
Given the three cone response functions of the human eye, only the general model is 
sufficient to map accurately colour observations to descriptors. In contrast, if a visual 
system’s sensors are narrow-band (they are sensitive to a single wavelength) then 
the coefficient model is all that is required. Hence, the suitability of the coefficient 
model is dependent on the sensor basis employed. Only under extremely specialised 
circumstances is the trivial model appropriate.
The change in illumination can occur temporally or spatially or by some combi­
nation of the two. So the aim is to find a model which links illuminants, reflectances 
and photoreceptors, so that it recovers uniquely illuminants and reflectances for 
any choice of number of photoreceptoral types, illuminant- and reflectance-model 
dimensions, number of views and number of viewed surfaces.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of image models. A single scaling coefficient de­
scribes illumination change under the trivial model. Three scal­
ing coefficients are required, one per colour channel, for the co­
efficient model. Nine parameters needed for the general model; 
each channel output is a weighted sum of the three input colour 
channels.
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Most of the recovery procedures are two-stage linear schemes; they first use 
quantum catch data to determine a description of the illuminant spectral power 
distribution and then they use this information to recover descriptions of the surface 
reflectance functions. For a two-stage linear recovery to be possible, it is necessary 
that the number of photoreceptoral types is equal or exceeds either the dimension 
of the illumination model or the dimension of the reflectance model. The most 
common approach used by researchers [24, 25, 26, 27] is based on such linear or 
bilinear models which for this reason we shall review in more detail.
2.3.1 von K ries colour constancy
The success of a possible algorithm by which the eye or a machine might achieve 
constancy depends on the receptor sensitivity functions as well as on the algorithm 
itself. The von Kries rule [28, 29] states that the eye has three-receptor systems 
with different spectral sensitivity functions with invariant shape, and all adaptation 
has to be done by the adjustment of three scalar coefficients. Thus, the properties 
of the von Kries model depend on what the receptor spectral sensitivities actually 
are.
The most popular version of the von Kries rule holds that the coefficients are 
adjusted to keep the adapted appearance of a reference white surface constant. 
More formally, this means that if a reference white surface produces a quantum 
catch Qko^k — 1,2,3 and a test surface produces a response Qk, then the coefficient 
Pk =  Qk/Qko is the adapted response, which is invariant under any illuminant change. 
An obvious shortcoming of this method is that it depends on the visual system’s 
ability of knowing which surface, if any, is white.
Consider a visual system with three spectral sensitivity functions, which unlike 
those of the human retina, are narrow and non-overlapping. With such a set of 
receptors, perfect constancy would be possible and von Kries adaptation would be
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a simple way of achieving it. Such receptors sample the radiance at only three 
wavelengths. If the illumination on a scene is, for instance, doubled in red, only the 
corresponding receptor will sense any change, which will be doubling of the radiance 
at the wavelength that this sensor samples. Then the gain of this receptor will be 
reduced by a factor of 2, thus cancelling the effect of the illuminant change [30]. 
The fact that a set of narrow colour receptors is sufficient for colour constancy is 
exploited in [31], where the authors derive such a set which is optimal in the von 
Kries rule sense.
2.3.2 L ightness or R etin ex  A lgorithm s
One fundamental difficulty in designing a colour constant system is that if in a scene 
there is only a single unknown object, illuminated by an unknown light source, no 
algorithm can correctly determine the surface reflectance of the object. Hence, all 
colour constant algorithms must use information obtained from light reflected from 
several different objects in the scene.
The retinex algorithm proposed by Land and McCann [32] is important because 
it was the first attempt at developing a computational model for human colour 
constancy. The idea behind the retinex algorithm is as follows. Let us imagine two 
photoreceptors used to measure the luminance on two different places on a surface. 
If the illumination is non-uniform, then the luminances at these two positions will, 
of course, be different. When the two detectors are placed closer and closer together, 
the luminances approach the same value, and the ratio of the outputs approaches 
unity. This will be true of almost any two adjacent points. However, if the two 
photoreceptors bridge the boundary between two areas of differing reflectance, then 
the ratio of the outputs will approach the ratio of the reflectances. Thus, the simple 
procedure of taking the ratio between two adjacent points can both detect an edge 
and eliminate the effect of non-uniform illumination. Processing the entire image in
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terms of the ratios of luminances at closely adjacent points, generates dimensionless 
numbers that are independent of illumination.
Let us consider a number of different paths starting from the same elementary 
area, all ending at the same elementary area at some distance away. We may assume 
that each path consists of a sequence of non-overlapping elementary areas. We can 
find the ratio of the intensity of the starting area over the intensity of the second area 
of the path, then the ratio of the intensity of the second area over the third, etc. 
until we reach the last elementary area. This sequential product will eventually give 
us the ratio of the reflectance of the starting area to the reflectance of the distant 
area. Since the purpose is to describe any area by relating its reflectance to a single, 
standard, high reflectance, it is required that all paths start from areas having the 
same reflectances. Moreover, if we choose a starting area with reflectance 100% (by 
some standard), then the sequential product for any area will be numerically equal 
to the reflectance of the area (by the same standard). Therefore, this algorithm 
effectively requires two stages: first to find the highest reflectance area of the image, 
and then to compute the sequential products. The lightness values (i.e. the ratios) 
depend only on the surface reflectance and not on the spectral power distribution of 
the light. The retinex algorithm is stochastic, as both the starting areas (i.e. pixels) 
and the path routes are chosen randomly.
Under certain conditions, it can be proved [33] that the retinex algorithm acts 
by scaling the separate receptor classes. This is equivalent to having a reference 
surface in the image, and normalising the responses of the sensor with respect to 
that surface (von Kries rule).
There are various variants of the Lightness algorithm, namely Horn’s algorithm, 
the Multiple-Scales algorithm. Crick’s Edge-Operator algorithm and Blake’s algo­
rithm [34].
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2.3.3 B ilinear M odels
In a simple situation, a reflected light L{X) is given by the product of an illuminant 
spectral power distribution /(A) and a surface reflectance function S{X):
L(A) =  Z(A);S(A) (2.1)
A surface reflectance function describes what fraction of incident light is reflected 
at each wavelength and so takes on values between 0 (no reflection-complete absorp­
tion) and 1 (total reflection). The quantum catches (7/., for k = 1,2,3, of a trichro­
matic visual system with photoreceptoral spectral sensitivities Q/-(A), /c =  1,2,3, are 
then given by the integrals:
Ck = j  Qk{X)L{X)d\ (2.2)
Surface reflectance functions describe the intrinsic propensities of surfaces to 
reflect light [35, 36, 37, 38]. They do not depend on the spectral properties of an 
illuminant- A piece of green grass will reflect light in the same way whether it is 
viewed outdoors under daylight or indoors under an illuminant. A visual system 
that recovers a surface’s reflectance function and uses it to represent surface colour 
appearance would exhibit colour constancy, because its representation of surface 
colour does not depend on illumination.
From Equations 2.1 and 2.2 it can be seen that it is generally impossible to
recover reflectance functions from three quantum-catch data per surface. Three
data per surface will not suffice to recover two functions that each may vary in 
infinitely many ways, particularly when these two functions are confounded in a 
product.
The solution to this is illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. One assumes that 
illuminant and reflectance functions do not vary in infinitely many ways; rather
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Figure 2.3: CIE Daylight Basis Functions.
they vary along a finite number of dimensions. This assumption is valid in a variety 
of physical situations.
In Figure 2.3 the basis functions for a three-dimensional model of daylight illu­
mination are shown. Judd, MacAdam and Wyszecki (1964) performed a principal 
components analysis of 622 measurements of different phases of daylight and found 
that over 99% of the variance could be accounted for, by using a three-dimensional 
model with the basis functions pictured. One of these functions (the flat one) corre­
sponds to intensity variations; a second is a “yellow-blue” variation that corresponds 
to the presence or absence of the solar disk (yellow) or the sky (blue); the third is a 
“red-green” variation that corresponds to the presence or absence of various particles 
in the atmosphere.
A particular illuminant /(A) that falls within the span of m  such basis functions
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can be described as a linear combination of them [39]:
/(A) = »=1 (2.3)
The m  coefficients o* in the expansion are illuminant descriptors that correspond to 
the spectral power distribution /(A).
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Figure 2.4: The first three basis vectors (out of seven) as computed firom 120 
DuPont paint chips, 64 Munsell chips and 170 natural materials.
Typically, as a criterion to decide how well a collection of object reflectance 
functions is approximated by a set of n orthogonal basis functions, a statistical 
measure such as the percentage of variance has been used [40].Maloney [41] showed 
that approximately 99% of the variance in a set of 462 spectral reflectance functions 
of surfaces belonging to the Munsell data set, could be captured by using three basis 
functions (Figure 2.4).
More recent work by Parkkinen, Hallikainen and Jaaskelainen [42] suggests that
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a visual system may need a model with as many as eight dimensions to describe pre­
cisely the reflectance functions that are met in natural viewing situations. Speaking 
generally, a linear model for reflectance of n dimensions can be used to describe a 
particular reflectance function S{X) as follows:
j=.i (2.4)
Provided that the ?%-dimensional model accurately describes variation among re­
flectances in a particular environment, then recovering the n model descriptors pj 
for each surface is the key to colour constancy.
Using the two linear models (Equations 2.3 and 2.4), a reflected light L{X) = 
I{X)S{X) can be expressed as:
L{X) =
Li=l 
m n
(2.5)
We wish to determine the visual response to such lights. While we are most 
interested in trichromatic visual systems, in general we work with a p-chromatic 
visual system with spectral sensitivities Qk{X) and quantum catches Ct, for k = 
1, • • • ,p. The quantum catches are then:
i=l j= lGk = j  Qk{X]
m 71 „
=  J Qk{m{>^)Si{x)dx
dX
i=l j=l (2 .6 )
In applications, the basis functions for illumination /^(A), i = 1, - - -, ??%, are 
known, as are the basis functions for reflectance S'y (A), j  = 1, • • •, n, and the pho­
toreceptoral spectral sensitivities Qfc(A), k =  Thus the integrals at the
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bottom of Equation 2.6 are known values that relate unknown descriptors and pj 
to known quantum-catch data C^. We use these known integrals to define bilinear 
model matrices Ry, j  =  1, • • •, n:
{Bj)ki = J  Qk{X)Ii{X)Sj{X)dX (2.7)
For a case like the one of Figures 2.3 and 2.4 and a tri-chromatic sensor, the 
bilinear model matrices are three in number j  — 1,2,3, (?i — 3). Each of the three 
matrices has size 3 x 3  for a total of 27 model parameters. Each row corresponds to 
a particular photoreceptoral spectral sensitivity A: =  1,2,3 (p =  3), and each column 
corresponds to a particular basis function for illumination % =  1,2,3, (m =  3). In 
general, the bilinear model matrices are n in number and have size p x m.
Rewriting Equation 2.6 using the bilinear model matrices, we arrive at the fol­
lowing compact expression:
m n
=  '^Ylpj{Bj)kiO :i (2.8)i=l j=l
This equation expresses the bilinear model for quantum catch data from reflected 
lights. Holding the reflectance descriptors constant, one sees that the quantum 
catches vary linearly with the illuminant descriptors. Likewise, holding the illumi­
nant descriptors constant shows that the quantum catches vary linearly with the 
reflectance descriptors.
Spectral recovery schemes use the known quantum catch data and the known 
bilinear model matrix entries to determine the unknown descriptors for reflectance 
and illumination. Note that because the quantum-catch data are related bilinearly 
to the descriptors, the latter may only be recovered up to a single unknown scale 
factor. For instance, a light of intensity 10 shining on a surface of reflectance 0.1 
produces the same reflected light as a light of intensity 5 shining on a surface of
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reflectance 0.2. This tradeoff between the intensities of lights and surfaces results in 
a single unknown scale factor for spectral recovery schemes.
Following this methodology, a method for colour camera calibration under chang­
ing illumination conditions is proposed in [43]. In the first stage of the calibration 
a reconstruction of the illuminant is performed based on an image of a calibrated 
colour set. Then, using the updated power spectrum distribution of the illumination, 
the output camera values are corrected.
2.4 Colour Indexing
One of the problems in colour grading is that surfaces with similar properties must 
be assigned to the same class. When these surfaces contain random textures, it is 
necessary to compare them with some reference surfaces according to which they 
are going to be graded. Similar problems are met in the area of image databases, 
where the goal is to retrieve images that are similar to a given image or to a user 
created representation.
Machine vision systems can recognise objects only when certain assumptions 
are satisfied. Traditional approaches to object recognition are based on intensity 
images and rely on geometric descriptions of objects. Swain [44, 45] departs from 
the geometric approach and develops instead a simple scheme which identifies objects 
entirely on the basis of colour. His method is called Colour Indexing and is based on 
colour histograms. Specifically, each colour channel is discretised into 16 intervals; 
hence each colour histogram has 16 * 16 * 16 =  4096 bins.
Histograms are matched by comparing the counts in corresponding bins, via a 
technique called Histogram intersection. The intersection of histograms Hi and H2 
is defined as:
HiC\H2 = Z  Z  Z  (%, i  /c), R2 A:))i j k.
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Swain’s algorithm works well under a variety of conditions (shift, change in the 
background, partial occlusion). However, this method gives vary poor results when 
the illumination intensity or more importantly the spectral properties, change. To 
circumvent this problem, a variation called Colour Constant Colour Indexing is 
proposed in [46], where illuminant invariants instead of RGB  values are used for the 
3jD-histogram.
2.5 Conclusions
All the research work reviewed in this chapter is basically concerned with relatively 
gross colour categories. For example, the assumptions that all illuminants and all 
reflectance functions can be represented by the linear superposition of only three 
or even eight basis functions each, are rather assumptions of expediency than re­
alism and mathematical rigour, in spite of the supporting experimental evidence 
provided. If one is interested in discriminating colours at the threshold of human 
colour perception, clearly such assumptions cannot be adequate.
Colour plays an important role in modern industry, and the automatic inspection 
of its quality using machine vision is a key issue. Although machine vision has 
successfully dealt with various industrial problems, it has not addressed the problem 
of colour grading. However, recent developments both in the area of electronic 
sensors and of psychophysics, allow us to tackle this problem. Ideas from the area of 
colour object recognition and of colour data bases (e.g. colour constancy and colour 
indexing) can also help us to develop a system capable of colour grading for both 
uniform and textured surfaces. The methods developed for such a system will be 
discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 3 
Colour Shade Grading of Uniform  
or Patterned Surfaces
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the problem of automatic colour shade grading of 
plain and patterned surfaces using machine vision. We first tackle the problem of 
colour shade grading of uniformly coloured surfaces and then we proceed to the case 
of two-coloured surfaces.
The surface reflectance function of an object specifies what fraction of incident 
light is reflected from the object. However, the light reflected from an object to an 
imaging device confounds the object’s surface reflectance function with the spectral 
power distribution of the illuminant. Therefore changes in the reflected light may be 
attributed to changes in surface reflectance or to changes in illumination. A visual 
system that can perceive the same surface colour under changing illumination is 
referred to as colour constant [47]. The human vision system is known to be colour 
constant under a wide range of viewing conditions [11]. On the other hand, a 
machine vision system relies on the process of image acquisition to achieve colour 
constancy.
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In the case of colour grading a major difficulty one has to overcome is the image 
acquisition procedure. In order to be able to perform colour inspection and in 
particular to grade colours, we need to create image acquisition conditions which 
have the following properties:
• Spatial constancy
• Temporal constancy
• High signal to noise ratio
In the following sections we describe a series of experiments we performed in our 
effort to achieve the above conditions, and the methods we used in order to develop 
a system capable of differentiating between subtle changes in shade of various sets 
of uniform and patterned surfaces, as a human expert would do. In Section 3.2 we 
shall describe how we came to use a certain image acquisition procedure. In Section
3.3 we shall discuss how we applied various illumination corrections. In Section
3.4 we shall present experimental results of applying our method to the problem 
of colour grading of uniformly coloured ceramic tiles. In Section 3.5 we show how 
our method can be adopted for the colour grading of multi-coloured surfaces and 
we shall present experimental results of applying it to grading two-coloured ceramic 
tiles. Finally, we shall conclude in Section 3.6.
3.2 Image Acquisition
The fundamental properties of an object, which are responsible for its colour, are 
its spectral transmittance for a transparent object and its spectral reflectance for 
an opaque object [1]. We group the opaque objects into those which are mattand 
those which are semi-glossy or glossy. This classification is of importance since the 
different illuminating and viewing conditions greatly affect measurements of spectral
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directional reflectance on semi-glossy or glossy specimens (like the ceramic tiles). To 
obtain a measurement of the colour of such specimens we must first eliminate the 
surface-reflected light from the measurement. The most commonly used illuminating
Light Source
Camerai Light Source Light Source Camerai
(a) Two Lights (b) One Light
Figure 3.1: Common Illuminating and Viewing Conditions.
and viewing conditions are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1. In practice there 
are numerous other illuminating and viewing conditions. Every time we change the 
angle of illumination or the angle of viewing, or choose direct or indirect illumination 
viewing, we construct a new set of illuminating and viewing conditions.
We already mentioned that in order to obtain acceptable data, we need an imag­
ing system with high precision and stability. Moreover, we need a light source which 
is powerful enough, and has spatial and temporal uniformity.
Early experiments with a camera indicated that the usual illumination sources 
(daylight or room lights) are not adequate for our task. Also, experiments using 
other methods like a photographic camera with special flash lights or a flatbed scan­
ner were performed, but these methods were discarded for various reasons, like high 
noise level, non uniform illumination, colour distortion, etc. So, for our experiments 
we used a high precision RGB camera [48], connected to an 8-bit frame grabber [49],
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Figure 3.2: Noise Level for a Plain Tile.
which provided images with reasonable noise level, as shown in Figure 3.2, where 
we plot the profile of a line across a uniformly coloured tile for the three colour 
bands. Additionally, we used special photographic lights, equipped with bulbs of 
2000Watts and with no practical limitation as far as their lifetime is concerned. 
Before every experiment the exact position of the lights and the surface must be 
chosen very accurately, in order to minimise the spatial variance of the illumination 
and the specularities over the surface under consideration.
Although the illumination sources seem to be temporally constant, in reality 
they are not. First of all, as the lights are powered from the mains with AC current, 
their intensity has a 50Hz frequency of variation. This firequency interferes with the 
frequency of the CCD scanner camera, the frame grabber, etc., creating complex 
spatial and temporal variabifity of the illumination field beyond the ordinary spatial 
illumination variability created from the fact that different parts of the surface are 
at different distances from the illuminating source. This became obvious when we
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experimented with a setup like the one shown in Figure 3.1a, using two light sources. 
In order to check the illumination field we used a uniformly coloured surface. A good
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Figure 3.3: Temporal Non-Constancy.
choice seemed to be a uniform ceramic tile. To eliminate the effect due to the high 
frequency variation from the 50Hz mains, etc. we calculated the average recorded 
intensity over the whole tile. We repeated this process 20 times. In Figure 3.3 we 
plot the result as a time sequence. It is clear that even the average intensity of the 
illumination field is not temporally constant.
This non-constancy however, could have been a spatially uniform shift in the in­
tensity. To check for this we fitted the illumination field with a low order polynomial 
function, the details of which will be described in Section 3.3.1. If the illumination 
variation was simply an average intensity shift from one time to the next, the fitting 
polynomials would be similar (apart from a constant term) over time.
It turned out however, that not only the polynomials did not differ by just a con-
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stant, but that they were of different order. We attributed this to the interference of 
the temporal variation patterns of the two lights. We repeated the experiment with 
one light only, and indeed the temporal variation of the low spatial frequency illu­
mination field became just a shift by a constant value. Thus, in all the experiments 
performed, the setting up shown in Figure 3.1b was used.
In order to estimate and correct the constant offset, we decided to grab in every 
image a reference surface, which after a series of experiments was chosen to be 
another surface of the same kind as the surfaces under consideration. The reason 
was that we wanted to set the characteristics of the camera in such a way so that 
the average of the image lies approximately in the middle of the RGB space, where 
the sensitivity of the sensor is higher and therefore both inspected and reference 
surfaces have roughly similar reflectance.
To summarise, the sequence we followed in order to capture the test images is 
as follows. After setting up the environment, we grab a set of images of the same 
surface, from which we shall determine the temporal behaviour of the illumination. 
These images may not be grabbed one after the other, but with an interval (e.g. 1 
or 2 minutes) in between. We chose to have 20 images in each set. Then we grab 
another set of images, either of different plain surfaces or of the same plain surface 
in rotated positions, to determine the spatial behaviour of the illumination. Ideally, 
this behaviour, especially when one light source is used, could be determined using 
only one surface of absolutely uniform reflectance. For practical reasons, we decided 
to use a plain tile, which is nearly uniform. The tile was imaged in four rotated 
positions and the illumination fields calculated from each position were averaged to 
eliminate any influence from irregularities that the tile might have.
Then we grab the surfaces that we want to colour grade. The consistency of our 
method between different experiments, repeated using different setups of the camera 
and the illumination, proved to be very good. But, since the grades of all the surfaces 
of the same category may have a variance of less than 1 grey level, the absolute
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grading depends on the grabbing environment. Therefore, it is recommended not 
to disturb this environment between the training and testing phases, and to test 
images using parameters derived after training using the same conditions.
3.3 Illum ination Corrections
After grabbing the images, there are two main issues that must be addressed. It 
was noticed that in spite of the apparent spatial constancy of the illumination, there 
is some variation which has to be removed. This variation cannot be shown using 
the scale of the graphs in Figure 3.2, but it is of the order of 5 or more grey levels. 
This is shown in Figure 3.4 which plots the intensity over the surface of a tile. 
Obviously illumination varies very gradually over the tile and thus corresponds to a 
low frequency component superimposed on the signal [16].
Furthermore, as it was mentioned earlier, the illumination is not perfectly uni­
form over time. Therefore, the processing of each image consists of two main phases, 
the spatial correction and the temporal correction.
3.3.1 Spatial Correction
In most of the images that we grabbed, the spatial variation of the illumination over 
a surface can be well approximated by a second order 2-dimensional polynomial. 
The coefficients of this polynomial are computed using least square error fitting. 
Figure 3.5 shows the illumination field as modelled by such a polynomial for the 
case of one of the images.
The surface fitting problem can be as follows: given values r  =  1, . . .  of 
the dependent variable z, corresponding to values (xr,yr) G D, r = l , . . . , m  of 
the independent variables x  and y, fit to points z,. a function z{x,y) = z{x,y;9) of 
known form but depending on a vector 6 of n parameters to be determined such 
that z{xr,yr) — Zr.
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Figure 3.4: Spatial Variation of the illumination.
The least squares criterion can be generalised as follows: given the set of data 
{xr,yr,Zr) r =  pick a corresponding set of parameters 6 which minimise
the quantity % defined as
N  M  
i=ij=i CT, (3.1)
where aij is the measurement error (standard deviation) of the ij-X,h data point, 
presumed to be known. If the measurement errors are not known, all aij may be set 
to the constant value a = 1. There are several techniques available for finding the 
best parameters that minimise yfi [50, 51, 52].
For our purposes, the independent variables x  and y are the coordinates of a
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Figure 3.5: Polynomial Approximation of the illumination.
pixel in the image, and the dependent variable z is the grey level value of this pixel. 
If the illumination over a surface changes gradually from the centre of the surface to 
the edges, then the data can be modelled by a second order polynomial. Otherwise, 
a higher order polynomial is needed.
In the beginning we tried to fit a surface only to the intensity values (i.e. the Y 
component). But we found that in many cases surfaces of different grades, which 
were not significantly different in terms of intensity, are clustered in different lo­
cations in the 3-dimensional RGB space. Therefore we perform three fittings, one 
for every chromatic component, and we obtain three different sets of polynomial 
coefficients. After calculating the coefficients for every image of a given training set.
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a new set of coefficients is calculated, by taking the averages of the corresponding 
coefficients for every image in the set. Hence, the more training images, the more 
accurate the modelling of the illumination will be.
Then the spatial correction is performed as follows: At each location in the 
image, the grey level value of the band being processed is divided by the value of 
the polynomial at that location and multiplied by a reference value which was chosen 
to be the value of the polynomial at the centre of the image.
3.3.2 Tem poral C orrection
In Figure 3.3 one can see that for the accuracy required by the task of colour grading, 
the illumination is not constant enough over time. This effect may be attributed 
to a number of different factors, like the nature of the bulbs or the current. In any 
case some kind of temporal correction has to be applied to the data, in order to 
grade them correctly. For that purpose, as mentioned in the previous section, we 
use a surface next to the inspected surface as reference. Then, when we set up our 
grabbing environment we first grab a set of about 20 images to check the temporal 
behaviour of the illumination. These are images of the same plain surface with a 
reference surface chosen from the category under consideration.
For this sequence of images we get a set of points {Ir, I t )  that represent the 
mean intensities of the reference and the inspected surface, respectively. Although 
the response of the camera-grabber combination is known to be non linear, for a 
limited subset of the grey level space we can assume that it is linear. Indeed, all the 
data points [ I r ,  I t )  are restricted to an area of about 8 grey levels as it is shown in 
Figure 3.4. So, the relation between the intensity change of the inspected and the 
reference surface can be locally described by a linear function. The intercept b and 
the slope a of the linear function are computed using least square fitting.
Suppose that we want to fit a set of N  data points {xi,yi) to the straight-line
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model
y(x) = y{x] a,b) = ax -\-b (3.2)
We use again the least square error approach, assuming that the error is in the y 
coordinates only.
N
(3.3)X^(a. b) = Y . iVi -
1 = 1
Thus Equation 3.3 is minimised to determine a and b [50]. The results of two straight 
line fittings are shown in Figure 3.6. The assumption that the response of the sensor
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Figure 3.6: Linear Regression for Temporal Correction of two different cate­
gories of surfaces.
is only locally linear, means that for each category of surfaces we must compute the 
parameters a and b separately. Even if the setup of the camera is adjusted to a 
particular category, so that the mean intensity of the images lies in the same range 
of the grey level space, the fitting must be recomputed. This is demonstrated by 
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b, where one can see that entirely different lines fit two different 
categories of surfaces, one dark and one bright.
In this calculation the value of the intercept b is not very interesting. What is
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useful to us is the value of the slope a. This slope determines the ratio of a small 
difference in the I  value of the inspected surface over a small difference in the I  
value of the reference surface:
„ __ ^ ^ ^ S u v fa C C __ ^S '^ l 'f^ ^ '^ c o rr e c te d  f o  /| \a — — - j 1,0 .4j
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We choose to refer all the surface intensities to the same intensity of the reference 
surface which we call /re/o- This reference point is chosen to be the average of all 
intensities calculated for the reference surface from the 20 images used to compute 
a. In the above discussion I  stands for the R,G or B component.
Notice that the temporal correction takes place after the spatial correction, hence 
it is applied to the spatially corrected versions of the images.
3.4 Experim ents
For our experiments we selected various sets of plain tiles (Figure 3.7). Each cate­
gory was shade graded by human experts and there were cases where the difference 
between tiles of the same colour shade was less than 1 grey level. The experiments for 
each category of tiles were repeated several times to evaluate the consistency of the 
image acquisition environment, using different viewing and illumination conditions 
every time.
Figures 3.8a and 3.8b illustrate the grading of one set of tiles, before applying any 
corrections to the data. Figure 3.8a plots the grading for one of the RGB channels, 
whereas Figure 3.8b plots the grading in the 3-dimensional RGB space. Tiles that 
belong to the same category are represented by the same symbol. These tiles are 
graded by the human experts in three different shade grades consisting of 20 tiles 
each. From these results it is clear that it is not possible to colour grade these tiles 
without any preprocessing.
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Figure 3.7: Plain ceramic tiles.
Figures 3.8c and 3.8d illustrate the grading of the same plain tiles after applying 
the spatial and temporal corrections to the data. In this case one can clearly see 
three clusters of tiles, representing the three colour grades.
The above results were computed using tiles which were “carefully” graded by 
the human experts. This means that these tiles were graded one by one and without 
any time constraints. But this is not the case in the production line. There, only 
samples of the tiles produced are graded, and therefore it is not possible to achieve 
the best results. Figure 3.9 illustrates the grading of a set of tiles which was graded 
in real conditions. It is apparent that the grading of the human experts does not 
coincide with the results of our method. Hence, we can deduce that a computer 
vision system for colour grading will not only automate but also improve the quality 
control of the product.
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Figure 3.8: Colour Grading before and after the Illumination Corrections.
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Figure 3.9; Colour Grading on the production line.
3.5 Two-Coloured Surfaces
The next case we considered was that of surfaces with patterns of various colours 
printed on them. One major difficulty that we had to overcome was the grabbing 
of such surfaces. Since now the inspected surfaces may contain areas of contrasting 
intensities (i.e. very dark and very bright) it is not possible to set up our camera 
gain so that the average of the image lies in the more linear part of its response. 
Either the bright areas or the dark areas would be saturated. Therefore, we decided 
that we needed to grab as many images for each surface as many major groups of 
intensities were present on it. The surfaces we used to experiment with consisted of 
two colours, a bright background with a dark pattern printed on it. Thus for each 
surface we had to grab two images, one with camera setting appropriate for bright 
colours and another for dark colours.
Furthermore, since we assume local linearity of the sensor for very narrow zones 
of the grey level space, we cannot use a bright reference surface when grabbing with
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settings for dark areas, and vice versa. This is shown in Figure 3.10 where we see 
that different lines fit the background and the foreground samples of a two-coloured 
tile. So we decided to use for every set of images a different reference surface, with 
intensity similar to that of the area of interest. This was chosen to be a properly 
coloured plain tile.
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Figure 3.10: Temporal Correction of Patterned Tiles.
As far as the data for spatial correction is concerned, we decided to use uniform 
surfaces again (plain tiles) to determine the spatial constancy of the illumination 
field. We cannot do this using a patterned surface, because the reflectivity of the 
tile itself has spatial variation due to the printed pattern on it, as can be seen from 
the profiles plotted in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Profile of a Patterned Tile.
Therefore, now we have to grab as many sets of training and testing images 
as the areas with distinct brightness, and one set of images to perform the spatial 
correction. For every set of images we use camera settings appropriate for the area 
under consideration.
3.5.1 Segmentation
In order to colour grade surfaces with more than one chromatically distinct areas, we 
decided to treat each area separately, as if it was a uniform surface. Therefore, 
accurate segmentation is critical, since errors in this stage propagate to later phases. 
In a general segmentation task, very little a priori knowledge about the underlying 
structure of the extracted feature data from the image is available. Information 
such as the number of uniform regions in the image and the form of probability 
density functions of features are not known. But in the case of surfaces with a priori
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knowledge about the number of chromatically distinct areas, a simple and efficient 
segmentation algorithm can be used. We decided to use the K-Means algorithm, 
with the clustering taking place in the RGB colour space.
Generally, the segmentation of surfaces with geometric patterns is easier than 
that of randomly textured surfaces. This is attributed to the nature of the camera 
itself. The camera assigns colour values corresponding to the real colour of the image, 
only if a pixel belongs to a chromatically homogeneous region with radius more 
than 3 pixels. Due to this effect, pixels on the boundary of two regions may have 
unpredictable values. Therefore, textured tiles with very fine texture are difficult to
grade .
After segmenting the images, in the later stages we process only pixels that 
belong to the appropriate chromatic area under consideration. This means that for 
surfaces with very fine patterns the images for the foreground may be quite sparse.
3.5.2 E xperim ents w ith  Tw o-Coloured Surfaces
The patterned surfaces that we examined were ceramic tiles which contained two 
main colours (Figure 3.12), although our method can be generalised for surfaces 
with more colours. Separate sets of images were grabbed for the foreground and the 
background using different setup of the camera for each set. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 
demonstrate the results of our method for the foreground and the background of 
two different categories of patterned tiles. Each category was graded in two sets of 
6 tiles, with inter-class difference of about 3 grey levels only.
Figure 3.13 refers to a set of tiles with a well defined pattern that consists of 
thick lines and patches. We can see that the difference between the two classes of the 
tiles manifests itself both in the foreground and the background mean colour values 
computed. Thus, either the background pixels only are considered or the pixels that 
belong to the pattern only are considered, our system can easily distinguish between
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Figure 3.12: Ceramic tiles with patterns.
the two lots. In Figure 3.14 we present the results concerning a set of tiles with a 
very intricate pattern that consists of very thin lines. The two lots of tiles are easily 
separated by our system on the basis of the background pixels, in agreement with 
the human classification as shown in Figure 3.14b. In Figure 3.14a, however, where 
we plot the values calculated from the foreground pixels only, the two classes cannot 
be discriminated by our system. The interesting thing is that the humans cannot 
distinguish the two classes either, on the basis of the pattern only. The two different 
symbols we use in Figure 3.14a are used to identify the two gradings performed by 
humans on the basis of the background pixels only, not the foreground. We attribute 
this to the point spread function of both imaging systems - camera and eye. In both 
cases, during the process of imaging, some blurring takes place which reduces the 
colour resolution of the system. Thus, the ability of discriminating subtle shades of 
colour reduces as the patch of a uniformly coloured area decreases significantly.
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(a) Foreground (b) Background
Figure 3.13: Colour Grading of Tiles with Solid Pattern.
3.6 Conclusions
A method for automatic colour shade grading of uniformly coloured surfaces has 
been developed. It was found that in order to achieve the required accuracy we had 
to apply corrections to the data, to compensate for both spatial and temporal non­
constancies of the illumination. Moreover, the assumption of separability between 
these corrections performed adequately. The results indicate that the use of an 
automatic inspection system may automate the production and further improve the 
quality of the sold product.
Then we expanded our method in order to colour grade surfaces with compound 
patterns. In that case the necessity of developing linear cameras and sensors became 
apparent, but we managed to overcome this by taking multiple images of the same 
surface, using the optimal setup for every range of intensity values that can be fitted 
within the range of linear response of the camera. The results indicate that very 
thin patterns may not affect the colour shade grading and can therefore be ignored.
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Figure 3.14: Colour Grading of Tiles with Fine Pattern.
whereas the solid patterns must be graded.
The automatic inspection procedure has been tested on a number of ceramic tiles. 
The results confirm that the performance of • this method is in agreement with 
the subjective colour grading human inspectors perform, and that it can provide a 
basis for a viable visual inspection system.
Chapter 4 
Colour Grading of Random  
Textures
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we concentrated on solving the problem of colour shade 
grading for uniform surfaces and for multi-coloured surfaces with geometric patterns. 
Herein, the colour shade grading approach is extended to the problem of sorting 
surfaces with random colour textures.
In Section 4.2 we propose a method for the grading of multi-coloured textured 
surfaces and discuss the reason why the method developed for the two-coloured 
surfaces could not be used for the particular type of objects we are interested in 
here. We shall present experimental results in Section 4,3 and our conclusions in 
Section 4.4.
4.2 Colour Histogram  based Grading
In order to colour grade multi-coloured textured surfaces we need some kind of 
quantitative measure according to which we will assign them to different grades.
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In the previous chapter, we used the average either of all the pixels of the surface 
for the grading of uniform surfaces, or the average of each chromatic category of 
the surface separately for the grading of two-coloured surfaces with well defined 
large-scale patterns.
However, in the case of random micro-textured surfaces, this measure is not 
meaningful. In this case, the surfaces under consideration do not have compound 
areas with the same colour, but they rather consist of randomly placed small blobs 
of various colours. The separate chromatic categories cannot really be segmented, 
as often the spatial resolution of the image grabbing system is comparable to the 
characteristic length scale of the texture blobs themselves.
To categorize such tiles, we decided to use a measure based on the difference be­
tween colour histograms, of a reference surface and the surface under consideration. 
Histograms are invariant to translation and rotation about an axis perpendicular 
to the image plane, and change only slowly under changes of angle of view, change 
in scale and occlusion; hence their usefulness in situations where such parameter 
changes are predominant. Further, they are not sensitive to the exact spatial dis­
tribution of the coloured pixels, a property that is desirable when we deal with 
patterns that create watermark-like effects. Colour histograms have been used for 
object identification [44, 45, 46], but the methods proposed in that case do not 
provide the accuracy needed for grading.
One problem with colour histograms is that they are very inefiicient in terms of 
memory requirements. For a colour image with pixels represented by 8 bits in every 
RGB channel, a conventional histogram would require 2^  ^ memory locations. This 
corresponds to 16 M-bytes of memory. However, in real images the colour values 
tend to be clustered around just a few locations, thus leaving most of the locations 
of the colour histogram empty. For instance, the image of a ceramic tile may occupy 
only about 80,000 different locations out of the 16.7 million combinations. Apart 
from being highly demanding in memory, this approach is computationally intensive.
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because in order to compare two histograms (i.e. 32 M-bytes of memory) one has 
to parse all the memory locations, corresponding to all the colour combinations.
4.2.1 Efficient H istogram  Storage
To avoid these problems, we decided to use a much more economical approach, based 
on a Binary Tree structure to store dynamically the colour histogram [53]. A binary 
tree is defined as a finite set of elements (nodes) which either is empty or consists 
of a root (node) with two disjoint binary trees called the left and the right subtree of 
the root [54].
Binary trees are frequently used to represent a set of data whose elements are 
to be retrievable through a unique key. If a tree is organised in such a way that for 
each node all keys in the left subtree are less than the key of the parent node, and 
those in the right subtree are greater than the key of the parent node, then this tree 
is called an ordered binary tree or a search tree. In a search tree it is possible to 
locate an arbitrary key by starting at the root and proceeding along a search path 
switching to a node's left or right subtree by a decision based on inspection of that 
node’s key only. A search among n items may be performed with as few as log?! 
comparisons, if the tree is perfectly balanced.
New keys are always inserted into a leaf node. To determine the appropriate 
insertion point, the insertion algorithm starts by searching for the new key as if it 
were already in the tree. The search algorithm will thus locate the appropriate point 
in a leaf node where the new node should be inserted.
In this colour grading application, a key is a particular RGB value, which is 
obtained by converting the triplet of R,G and B grey levels into a 24-bit integer. 
A tree node is associated with each key. Here the node contains the number of 
pixels having the same RGB value corresponding to the key. The node also contains 
pointers to its children (unless it is a leaf node). This way, only RGB combinations
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that exist in the image are inserted to the tree, while the searching of existing nodes 
is very efficient.
4.2.2 Colour H istogram  Com parison
In order to perform the colour shade grading, we must assign surfaces with similar 
colour histograms to the same grade. Therefore, we need a criterion according 
to which we can measure very accurately the similarity or dissimilarity of colour 
histograms.
If the colour histograms are viewed as two distributions, the problem becomes 
effectively a comparison of two distributions. In Statistics there are several methods 
to compare two distributions [50]. Methods exist for continuous or binned data, and 
for comparisons between two data sets or for comparisons between a data set and 
a known distribution. The most common method to test the differences between 
binned distributions is the chi-square test
Chi-Square Test
Suppose that Ni is the number of events observed in the ith. bin, and rii is the number 
expected according to some known distribution. Then the chi-square statistic is
x' = E (4.1)
where the sum is over all bins. A large value of indicates that the two distributions 
are not similar.
When we want to compare two binned data sets, with the same number of data 
points, the above equation has a different form. Let Ri be the number of events in 
bin i for the first data set. Si the number of events in the same bin i for the second
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data set. Then the chi-square statistic is
=  (4.2)
One disadvantage of the chi-square test is that practically there is no upper bound 
for the values of Moreover, it is not possible to predict what will be the range 
of possible values of images which have not yet been processed. Hence, it is not 
easy to predict how the range of values can be divided so that objects of different 
grades are assigned to different classes.
Nevertheless, one can convert the value of to a bound confidence measure as 
well, relatively easily. The confidence with which a hypothesis is rejected is given 
by:
^ ( x > )  =  (4.3)
where r(|) is the gamma function and z/ are the degrees of freedom. People often 
use the complement of the above function to indicate the confidence with which the 
tested hypothesis is accepted.
To apply Equation 4.3, we must ensure that we are dealing with uncorrelated 
data. Indeed, direct application of this formula to our data proved impossible; the 
outcome of the formula was polarised to 0 for all tiles other than the reference surface! 
The best way to ensure that we remove the correlations introduced by our sensor, is 
to create our colour histogram using only a subset of the pixels of each image (e.g. 
considering one pixel and ignoring the following two, etc.) and then performing the 
test considering only bins that are at least 3 grey level units apart in the colour 
space. This way, we avoid any possible correlation of the data, both in the real and 
the feature space, caused by the width of the point spread functions of our sensors
and their spectral sensitivity curves, respectively. When we used uncorrelated data,
the probability values computed using Equation 4.3 proved adequate for confirming
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or rejecting the tested hypothesis, namely that a tile belonged to the same class as 
the reference tile. However, it was not possible to use it for grading the tiles, i.e. 
the probability with which the hypothesis was rejected was meaningless.
Linear Correlation Coefficient
Another test which measures the association between random variables is the linear 
correlation coefficient (or PearsoNs r) [55, 56]. For pairs of quantities (a;%, Y/^ ), i =  
1, • • •, A", the linear correlation coefficient r is given by the formula:
Z i {Xi -  x){yi -  y) (4.4)
where x is the mean of the x fs  and ÿ is the mean of the yfs.
The value of r lies always between —1 and 1. If y tends to increase as x  increases, 
the correlation is called positive, or direct correlation. If y tends to decrease as x 
increases, the correlation is called negative, or inverse correlation. If Equation 4.4 
yields a value of r near zero, it means that there is almost no linear correlation 
between the variables x  and y. The value of r  represents an indication of what 
residuals are to be expected if the data are fitted to a straight line by the least squares 
error method. When a correlation is known to be significant, r is one conventional 
way of measuring its strength. Since the values of r lie in a pre-defined range, one 
can easily find a partitioning which assigns only data with acceptable correlation to 
the same subrange.
4.2.3 Sim ulating th e  P roduction  Line
Both the above statistics performed well in our experiments. In fact, we found that 
with the same set of images, both methods le to the same results. Initially, our 
method was based on the selection of a surface as reference, with which all the 
other surfaces were compared, to find out to which grade every surface had to be
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assigned. It turned out, however, that the method was sensitive to the selection 
of the reference surface. One can select the reference surface which gives the best 
performance from a given set of images, but this is not applicable to a production 
line, where there is no a priori knowledge about the shades of surfaces that will turn 
up.
Therefore, our method has been adjusted to cope with the on-line classification. 
When the production starts, we choose the first surface that comes out as reference. 
Then we compare all the subsequent surfaces with it, and we compute their difference 
(or correlation). If the difference of a surface is below a certain threshold, then this 
surface is assigned to the same grade as the reference surface. Otherwise, this surface 
becomes a reference surface itself, and defines a new grade. Prom that point on, all 
the surfaces are compared with both the reference surfaces.
A question that arises, is what is an acceptable threshold value. Theoretically, 
this could be specified by the human experts, or by sampling the production line. 
Neither of these solutions is acceptable, because the human experts are not in the 
position to specify such a threshold, and because sampling of the production line does 
not necessarily identify the surfaces that may be produced in the future (different 
types, different materials, etc.). On the other hand, it is not possible to specify a 
threshold value when using the chi-square test, because is not bounded into a 
well-defined range. Hence, the prefered solution is the use of the linear correlation 
coefficient.
Since the data set that we had was limited, we simulated the production line with 
a random sequence in which the tiles come to the inspection system. We ran this 
simulation many times, and with different threshold values. In most of the times, 
thresholds between 0.8 and 0.9 give good results, which agree with the grading that 
the human experts did, depending on the category of tiles being examined. That 
means that if for a given tile, there is no reference tile with which it exhibits a 
correlation higher that 0.8, then it becomes a reference tile.
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From the values of r, it is obvious that the tiles exhibit a very strong correlation, 
which was actually expected judging from our experience with plain tiles. Smaller 
values of the threshold tend to merge categories of tiles which were specified as 
different grades by the human experts. On the other hand, higher threshold values 
create more categories of tiles than the number the human experts specified. Since 
the number of grades decided in the factory seems to be rather ad hoc, one can easily 
alter this single parameter of our system to achieve the desired number of grades.
4.2 .4  Sm oothing the Colour H istogram
Considering that the noise of the sensor is considerable for applications like the colour 
shade grading, we attempted to quantise the possible values to a small number of 
bins, thus creating colour histograms with larger bin size than 1 grey level. The 
choice of the bin size depends on many factors, like the image capturing device, the 
image type (texture density, number of colours), and the required level of detail. 
Histograms with large bin size have the extra advantage of occupying less memory, 
thus requiring simpler structures by which to be represented (arrays instead of trees).
There is no rule for the size of the bins, but one has to experiment in order to 
find the best value for every category of surfaces. Usually histograms with up to 25 
entries on each of the RGB axes give the best results.
4.3 Experim ents and R esults
For our experiments we selected various sets of textured tiles, previously shade 
graded by human experts. Figure 4.1 shows samples of tiles that we experimented 
with. In every row, the first two tiles belong to the same shade grade, although 
they have different texture, while the third one belongs to a different grade. The 
experiments for each category of tiles were repeated several times to evaluate the 
consistency of the image acquisition environment, using different viewing and illu­
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minating conditions every time. Prior to the colour grading, the data have been 
spatially and temporally corrected, using the methods described in the previous 
chapter, to compensate for the illumination distortions.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the colour grading of one set of multi-coloured tiles, after 
applying the spatial and temporal corrections. In Figure 4.2a we plot the grading 
when using the full colour histogram, whereas in Figure 4.2b we plot the grading 
when using bins which cover a range of 13 gray levels in each RGB channel. Tiles 
that have been classified by the human experts to the same colour grade, are repre­
sented by the same symbol. These tiles are graded by the human experts in three 
different shade grades consisting of 7 tiles each. It is clear that the automatic in­
spection process not only grades the tiles in three categories, but that the grading 
is in complete agreement with the subjective categorisation of the human experts. 
Moreover, in this case the use of larger bins reduces the partial overlap of the shade 
grades, thus improving the results.
Figures 4.3a and 4.3b illustrate the colour grading of tiles similar to the ones in 
Figures 4.1a -  4.1c, where both the chi-square test and the correlation coefficient 
test have been applied. Figure 4.3b seems to be a mirrored version of Figure 4.3a 
because higher values of r represent more similar data, whereas higher values of 
represent more dissimilar data. Nevertheless, the results using both tests perform 
the grading successfully, but the correlation coefficient test has the advantage of 
being bounded between 0 and 1. Notice that the correlation of all the grades of the 
tiles is very strong (greater than 0.85).
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show results of our method tested with different categories 
of tiles (shown in Figures 4.Id -  4.If and Figures 4.1g -  4.1i respectively), where 
the chi-square test and the correlation coefficient test provided very similar results. 
All these results have been obtained using only one reference tile, although in the 
simulated production line there will be more reference tiles (one from each grade).
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(a) Tamigi Grade 1 (b) Tamig Grade 1 (c) Tamigi Grade 2
(d) Cervaiole Grade 1 (e) Cervaiole Grade 1 (f) Cervaiole Grade 2
(g) Lofoi Grade 1 (h) Lofoi Grade 1 (i) Lofoi Grade 2
Figure 4.1: Veirious Textured Ceramic Tiles.
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(a) Bin Size =  1 (b) Bin Size =  13
Figure 4.2; Colour shade grading with different bin sizes.
(a) Chi-Square (b) Linear Correlation
Figure 4.3: Colour shade grading of Tamigi tiles, using two different statis­
tics.
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Figure 4.4: Colour shade grading of Cervaiole tiles, using two different statis-
tics.
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Figure 4.5: Colour shade grading of Lofoi tiles, using two different statistics.
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4.4 Conclusions
A method for automatic grading of randomly textured, multi-coloured surfaces ac­
cording to colour shade has been developed. In order to achieve the required ac­
curacy we first applied corrections to the data, to compensate for both spatial and 
temporal non-constancies of the illumination.
We introduced a shade grading method based on the comparison between colour 
histograms. Binary trees have been used to store the colour histograms, in order 
to make the grading more efficient in terms of memory requirements, without any 
performance penalty. We also experimented with colour histograms with larger bin 
sizes, and we found that in many cases they may improve the grading.
For the comparison of the two histograms we propose a method using the linear 
correlation coefficient instead of the more commonly used test. This method 
has the advantage of keeping the histogram differences into a well defined range, 
thus making possible the selection of thresholds. We show that this method is more 
appropriate for grading of objects than the use of confidence levels of the test 
(which are also bound), because the correlation coefficient measures the similarity 
between the objects while the confidence level of the test can be used to reject 
or confirm a single hypothesis at a time.
The automatic inspection procedure has been tested on a number of ceramic 
tiles and the results confirm that the performance of this method is consistent with 
the colour grading of human experts. Combined with the method discussed in the 
previous chapter, it can provide the basis for a complete visual inspection system of 
any kind of surfaces.
Chapter 5
Perceptual Correction for Colour 
Grading using Sensor 
Transformations and M et amer ic 
D ata
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we dealt with the problem of high accuracy colour shade 
grading using data acquired with a colour camera. This methodology gave good 
results, but there were some cases where it failed, in the sense that the obtained 
results did not agree with those of the human experts. In this chapter we try 
to comply with this requirement by preprocessing the data using a method which 
transforms them from the way they are recorded by the electronic sensor to the way 
they would have been recorded by the human vision system. Our method makes use 
of recent advances in the psychophysics of colour vision. The transformation from 
the electronic sensor to the human sensor makes use of simulated metameric data
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to determine the transformation parameters.
In Section 5.2 we discuss some aspects of human colour vision, and measurements 
of its sensitivity. In Section 5.3 we formulate the problem of colour perception and 
discuss metamerism. Metamerism is the phenomenon according to which intrinsi­
cally different surfaces may produce identical sensor recordings due to the integrating 
nature of the recording process. We also specify what a sensor transformation is and 
how it can be determined using synthetic metameric data. The proposed method of 
colour shade grading is discussed in Section 5.4, where we first describe briefly the 
illuminating an'd image capturing environment used for our experiments and present 
some experimental results. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2 Hum an perception of colour
Our eyes permit us to perceive size, shape, texture, gloss, transparency, flicker and 
colour [1]. The rays from an object strike the cornea and are focused on the retina 
by the lens (Figure 5.1a). The photosensitive part of the human eye is a mosaic of 
receptor cells, the rods and the cones of the retina. By means of the rods and cones, 
the optical image is transformed into a pattern of nerve activity. Each cone and 
each group of rods has a direct line to the brain by way of the inner surface of the 
retina and the optic nerve (Figure 5.1b).
The rods can respond to very small amounts of radiant energy. They are respon­
sible for our ability to see in the dark. The rods, however, do not yield perceptions 
of colour. They yield only the achromatic or neutral colour perceptions, white, gray, 
and black.
The cones have more complicated responses than the rods. Instead of simply 
detecting light and dark, and giving us a series of grays, they also give us our 
perceptions of colour. It is a generally held view that each cone can respond in 
only one characteristic way, depending upon the photosensitive substances that it
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(a) Eye Diagram (b) Retina Surface
Figure 5.1: Eye Diagram and Retina Surface.
contains. That is, it is supposed that there are red-reporting cones, green-reporting 
cones and blue-reporting cones. The retinal side paths connect neighbouring cones 
together, perhaps in triads, so that the retina, if uniformly stimulated, can report a 
uniform colour. To give a complete colour response, at least three cones must feed 
impulses along three independent fibers. These impulses must be combined at some 
stage in the nervous system, either in the retina or in the brain. It is actually the 
brain and the experience it stores, that makes humans able to distinguish between 
different colours or shades, even under conditions not favourably chosen for that.
According to the Trichromatic Model of Colour Vision, a colour stimulus C(X) 
can be perceptually matched by additive mixtures of three primary stimuli R, G and 
B. If C(A) has unit radiant power at all wavelengths, the obtained tristimulus val­
ues are called colour-matching functions (CMF) and they are denoted as f(A),^(A) 
and 6(A), respectively. The CMFs are obtained from experiments in which human 
subjects set the intensities of the primary lights projected on the same screen, so 
that they match a series of monochromatic lights of equal energy that traverse the 
visible spectrum. Figure 5.2a shows the CMFs which define the CIE 1931 RGB  stan-
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Figure 5.2: Various Spectral Responses.
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dard observer. Various modifications of these colour matching functions have been 
proposed. In this work we shall use the Stiles & Burch colour matching functions 
[57, 58], which are based on measurements made with 10 observers.
In order to avoid the negative values of those colour-matching functions, the 
CIE adopted a transformation of the trichromatic system based on the primary 
stimuli R ,G ,B  to one based on some new primary stimuli X , Y , Z  (Figure 5.2b). 
An important property of the X Y Z  system is that the colour matching function 
y{X) is identical to the luminous efficiency function V(A) [59, 60, 61, 62].
Another way of measuring the human response to colour is by measuring the 
spectral sensitivities of the cones, or cone fundamentals. To achieve that, conditions 
under which vision depends only on a single cone type, have to be found. Such iso­
lation is difficult to achieve across the entire visible spectrum, because the spectral 
sensitivities of the three cone types denoted as L, M, S' to indicate their sensitivities 
at the Long, Middle and Short wavelengths respectively, overlap extensively, par­
ticularly for the middle wavelength cones M  (corresponding to the green reporting 
cones) and the long wavelength cones L (corresponding to the red reporting cones). 
There are various derivations of the cone fundamentals in the literature [63, 64]. In 
this work we use the Vos & Walraven cone fundamentals [65, 6 6 , 67], plotted in Fig­
ure 5.2c. An alternative way of measuring the spectral absorption characteristics of 
the cones has been proposed by Dartnall et al. [6 8 ], using micro-spectrophotometry.
How different the recordings of the electronic and the human sensor can be, can 
be judged by comparing Figure 5.2c with Figure 5.2 d, where the spectral sensitivities 
of a high quality three-CCD colour camera are plotted.
5.3 Problem  Formulation
When an ^-dimensional model for reflectances is used, a reflectance function S{X) 
that falls within the span of the model is a linear combination of n linearly inde-
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pendent basis functions Si{X), i = 1,. . .  ,n\
'5'(A) =  (5.1)
2=1
An illuminant /(A) that falls within the span of an m-dimensional model for illu­
minants with linearly independent basis functions Ij{X), j  — 1 , . . .  ,m, is expressed 
similarly:
m
= (5.2)
3=1
When light emitted from a source strikes the surface of an object, the resultant 
colour stimulus is the product of the spectral power distribution of the light 7(A) 
and of the spectral reflectance function S{X) of the object:
m n
L (A )  =  / ( A ) S ( A )  =  ^ ^ a , - f t / , ( A ) 5 i ( A )  ( 5 . 3 )j=l %=1
In order to make use of the expansions presented by equations 5.1 and 5.2 we need 
to define sets of orthogonal basis functions. For simplicity, we shall set m  =  n. If 
we assume that we sample the range of visible wavelengths by n equidistant points, 
a set of such basis functions is the following;
^i(A) =  (1,0 ,0, . . . , 0)
5 2 (A) =  (0,1,0, -" ,0)
5,,(A) =  (0,0 ,0 , . . . , 1)  (5.4)
This is equivalent to saying that the spectral reflectance of a surface is given by a 
set of n (unknown) numbers, (one for each sample wavelength chosen) :
5(A) =  {pl,p2,’ "  ,Pn) (5.5)
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where p i  is the reflectance at wavelength A^ .
Similarly, the spectral power distribution of the illumination can be represented
by:
/(A) =  (o-'i, Q'2 , ■ • ’ , a'„) (5.6)
Let us assume also, that we have three sensors, one for each primary colour, with 
known spectral sensitivities:
Q i ( A )  =  (Ç ii, <?i2j • * ■ ) 7 ln )
0 2 (A) =  ((Z2I, <?22, • • • 5 72n)
0 3 (A) =  {qsu  922, • ■ • j 93îi)
(5.7)
The colours that these sensors will record will be the product of the stimulus 
reflected by the object and the sensitivities of the sensors integrated over all wave­
lengths. Thus, the above three sensors will record the following three values:
=  P l9 l l0 ; i  +  p2Q l2(^2  T  ' ' " +  PnQln<^n 
C*2 =  Pi921CI'1 +  P 2922CK2 +  • • • +  PnQ2n<^n
Cz — Pi9310:1 +  P29320:2 +  • * • + PnQSn^^n (5.8)
From the above Equation, one can see that a sensor, under a given illuminant, 
will record the same tristimulus values for many intrinsically différent materials. 
This is the effect of metamerism [69].
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5.3.1 M etam erism
Metaineric colour stimuli are colour stimuli with the same tristimulus values but 
different spectral radiant power distributions. In other words they have differ­
ent spectral distributions that yield the same colour for a given set of sensors. 
Metameric colour stimuli are referred to as metamers. Two metameric colour stimuli 
(pi, p2 , • • •, P n )  and (pi, P2 , • * • 5 Pn), must satisfy the following equations:
P l9 llO ;i 4 - P 2 9 l2 %  +  • ' ' +  PnQlnC^n ~  p'lQ llC^l +  P2Ql2<^2 +  • • • +  PnQln(^7i
p i  9210:1 +  P2 9220:2 +  ■ • • +  Pnq2n0^n =  P i92lO :i +  P29220:2 +  ' ' ' +  PnQ2n<^n
P i 9310:1 +  P2 9320:2 4- • • • -h puQzn^^n =  P i9310:1 4- P2 9320:2 +  • ' ■ +  Pn^SnO^n ( 5 .9 )
Metamers are generated in virtually every industrial colour reproduction process 
which duplicates the colour of a given object by means of an appropriate mixture of 
a limited number of “primary” lights or colorants. For example, the tile manufac­
turing process reproduces tiles which have to be almost identical in order to give the 
same impression to the customers. Clearly, as the human eye has different spectral 
responses from the electronic sensors, different materials will appear as having the 
same colour to the human eye and different materials will appear as having the same 
colour to the electronic sensor. If we are interested in developing a system that will 
replace the human inspector, then we must correct for this effect.
5.3.2 Sensor Transform ation
An important application of a set of metamers generated with respect to a given 
illuminant and observer is the determination of what happens when the illuminant 
and/or the observer is changed. In our case we are interested in what happens when 
only the observer is changed, assuming that the illumination is kept the same.
In Equations 5.8, if we change the observer, we obtain the tristimulus values
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Cg, Cg the new observer would record for the same surface, under the same 
illumination:
+  P2922Q''2 H------ H PnQzn^n
P iq 'llC X i +  P2922<^'2 H“  H p n q 'z n ^ n
PlQnO^l +  P2922<^'2 “ I-------- !“  P n i n ^ n (5.10)
Ideally, we would like to solve Equations 5.8 for (pi, P2 , • * ‘ , P?i) and substitute 
them into Equations 5.10 to find the stimuli this particular coloured surface would 
create to the second observer. System 5.8, however, is an under-determined system, 
as in general n »  3 (typically n =  31). Thus, we have 28 degrees of freedom 
in solving it. The transformation, therefore, between the colour space of the first 
set of sensors and the colour space of the second set of sensors cannot be uniquely 
defined, and in general it could be complex. As we are interested, however, in the 
problem of colour grading, we are only concerned with the transformation between 
the projections to two different sets of sensors of a small subspace of the colour 
space. We may assume therefore, that this transformation is locally linear and we 
may express it by an unknown 3 x 3  matrix T. If we could have several sets of 
corresponding triplets {C(, C3 ) and {CC, CÎ\ C(') for j  =  1 , 2 , • • •, m and m »
3, the elements of the transformation matrix T  could be determined in the least 
square error sense by solving the following system of equations using singular value 
decomposition [50]:
Cl' Cl' ' ' Cl Cl Cl '
C f Cl' Cl' = Cf Ci Cl
C f C f c r  _ c r CT C f
^11 ti2 ii3
^21 ^22 2^3
3^1 3^2 3^3
(5.11)
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This matrix represents the relation between the two observers. However, al­
though we know the tristimulus values (Cj, Cl) acquired by the sensor, the 
values Cg', Cg') that correspond to the human vision system are obviously un­
known, and it is not possible to compute them since the reflectance functions 5(A) 
are not known.
Therefore, in order to determine the transformation matrix T, we have to find 
a way to generate metameric reflectance functions 5(A). These metameric stimuli 
simulate what a manufacturing process would produce and if their tristimulus values 
are limited in a very small volume in the colour space, they will give a good fit for 
matrix T. The larger the number of metameric functions 5(A), the more accurate 
the resultant matrix T  will be.
5.3.3 M onte Carlo M ethod  of G enerating M etam ers
In the literature there are various methods of generating metamers [69, 70, 71]. A 
method appropriate for computer simulations is based on Monte Carlo sampling. 
According to this method, every spectral reflectance function 5  ^(A) (j =  1 to m) 
is obtained by assigning to a fixed number of wavelengths A* {i ~  1 to n) random 
numbers p| that satisfy the condition 0  < < 1 .
If the visible spectrum is taken from Ai =  400nm to A^  =  700mn and AA =  
lOnm, each spectral reflectance function is defined by n =  31 random numbers pj. 
From the generated 5^(A) functions, we keep only those which provide tristimulus 
values {Ci,C2,Cl)  that coincide within a certain tolerance, with a set of given 
tristimulus values (C j, Cg, Cg):
c? -  < C( < A i  +2  y -  ‘ \  ‘ 2
AUo \  . AUo( c r ^ ) < c g < ( c : + ^ )
eg -  < C i <  ( a  + (5.12)
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This provides a set of near metamers represented in tristimulus space by a set of 
points all of which fall into a small volume of sides ( A C i ,  A C 2, A C 3 ),
centered at (C^,6 2 , 6 3 ).
0 .8
0 .6
0 .2
0 .04 0 0 .0 5 0 0  0 6 0 0 .0 7 0 0 .0
Figure 5.3: Two Synthetic Metameric Stimuli generated using the Monte- 
Carlo Method.
In order to generate data similar to the real images, (6 ^, 6 °, 6 3 ) in 5.12 are set 
equal to the tristimulus values of the mean of all the real data from a set. Similarly, 
(ACi, A 6 2 , A 6 3 ) are equal or slightly greater than the variance of the real data. 
This way, the tristimulus values of the synthetic data fall within the same volume 
of the colour space as the real data.
5.3.4 Constrained Generation of Metamers
From Equation 5.9 it becomes apparent that the number of metamers of a given 
set of colour stimuli is enormous. Indeed, the method described in the previous 
section for generating metamers will choose 5-^  (A) functions that span almost the 
whole 31-dimensional space, with the only constraint that they lie within a 28- 
dimensional “shell” of “thickness”, determined by ( A 6 1 , A 6 2 ,  A 6 3 ) .  At best, if 
we choose zero tolerance for the tristimulus values (i.e. A 6 1  =  A 6 2  =  A 6 3  =
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0), the S^{X) functions we choose will span a 28-dimensional space. Two typical 
such metameric stimuli can be seen in Figure 5.3. Instinctively, we doubt that 
such functions represent real materials. What is more, we would like to choose 
functions that span only that part of the 31-dimensional space that is occupied by 
the objects our application is concerned with. If we use some prior information from 
spectrophotometric measurements about the reflectances of the materials we want 
to inspect, it is possible to identify this subspace of interest and limit the generated 
metamers to lie in it. Then, the affine transformation expressed by equation 5.11 
will be very precise.
This information is possible to be obtained using a spectrometer, to measure the 
reflectance of a limited but representative number of surfaces. We sample the visible 
spectrum by n equi-distant points and we obtain n-tuples of the form described by 
equation 5.5. For this n-dimensional space, we can compute the mean vector and 
the covariance matrix. Then, we can easily generate near-metameric reflectance 
functions, using random n-dimensional vectors drawn from a multivariate normal 
distribution, with mean and covariance matrix the mean vector and the covariance 
matrix of the real surfaces. This way, it is possible to generate a large number of 
near-metameric stimuli, very similar to the real ones, which will give a very precise 
affine transform.
Figures 5.4a and 5.4b show the similarity between two sets of near-metameric 
stimuli, one from real measurements, the other generated using the above method. 
Figures 5.4c and 5.4d show real and synthetic metamers of another set of tiles. Each 
set contains tiles of all the different colour grades of the set. Notice how similar the 
spectra of tiles belonging to different grades are.
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Figure 5.4; Real and Synthetic near-metameric stimuli for two sets of ceramic 
tiles.
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5.4 Experim ents and Results
To test our method we used various sets of ceramic tiles. Each set of tiles was colour 
graded by human experts and there were cases where the difference between the 
average reflectance of tiles of the same colour shade was less than 1 grey level. The 
experiments for each category of tiles were repeated several times to evaluate the 
consistency of the method using different viewing and illumination conditions every 
time.
In order to achieve the required accuracy, we used a high precision three CCD 
RGB camera [72] connected to an 8 -bit RGB grabber [73]. The spectral response of 
this camera is illustrated in Figure 5.2d. To ensure that our data are not distorted 
due to temporal and spatial illumination non-uniformities, we used the capturing 
sequence and the illumination corrections discussed in Chapter 3. We also used a 
high precision spectrometer^, to measure the spectral power distributions of sample 
surfaces.
For our experiments we use special photographic lights, the colour temperature 
of which is 3400 K. The spectral distribution of an illuminant of a given temperature 
is given by Planck’s formula:
MeA =  -  1)-^ (5.13)
where Ci and C2 are constants (ci =  3.7418x10“ ®^ Wrri^ and Cg =  1.4388x10“  ^WK).  
The spectral distribution over the visible spectrum of the illumination we used, is 
plotted in Figure 5.5.
We performed tests with many sets of metamers. The results presented here use 
a transformation matrix which was derived using sets of 1 0 0 0  metameric reflectance 
functions. However, smaller sets, e.g. with 100 metamers, gave very similar transfor-
 ^A SPEX 500 spectrometer.
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Figure 5.5: Illumination spectral distribution, as derived from Planck’s For­
mula.
mation matrices. In any case, to ensure unbiased results, the transformation matrix 
was derived with several different sets of 1 0 0 0  metameric reflectance functions and 
it was found always to be the same.
' 0.352206 0.172615 -0.002157 ■ ' 0.328785 0.171639 -0.001668 "
0.016416 0.220051 0.003862 0.060876 0.224993 0.007823
_ 0.039007 0.001026 0.181079 0.017409 -0.003611 0.178224
Figure 5.6: Transformation Matrices for two very different sets of tiles, based 
on real metameric stimuli.
Using a spectrometer to restrict the generation of metamers represents an ideal 
situation, which, however, is not very practical in a real working system. We ran a 
series of experiments to establish the extent to which a locally derived affine trans­
form between the two sets of tristimulus values can be generalised. For a start, 
we derived the transformation matrix using information from the spectrometer for 
two very different sets of ceramic tiles: blue and pale brown. These two matrices 
appear to be quite similar (Figure 5.6). This encouraged us to check for the possi-
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■ 0.313984 0.166225 0.010181 ■ ■ 0.308190 0.181761 -0.000529 '
0.067839 0.229905 0.002715 0.070000 0.218288 0.009150
0.035132 0.003239 0.172969 0.026790 -0.007973 0.175294
Figure 5.7; Transformation Matrices for two sets of tiles (the same sets as in 
Figure 5.6), based on synthetic metameric stimuli.
bility that the affine transform is a good approximation globally. Thus, we created 
sets of metamers as described in Section 5.3.3, ignoring the information from the 
spectrometer. The transformation matrices were again similar to the previous ones 
(Figure 5.7). We can conclude from this, that the linear model adopted is globally 
adequate, and in the calibration of a working system there is no need to use spec- 
trometric data. This conclusion is very important because it allows us to use our 
method for both uniformly coloured and textured surfaces. The latter consist of 
pigments of very diverse reflectance functions and if the linear model did not apply 
globally, différent pigments would have to be segmented and calibrated separately.
After performing the sensor transformation, the data are transformed to a per­
ceptually uniform colour space, like the CIE Lab, where the Euclidean distance 
between two colours corresponds to the perceived diflerence between them. The 
Lab colour space is defined in terms of the CIE X Y Z  colour space. There are two 
ways by which we can transform our data from the RGB  electronic sensor values 
to the Lab values. If we use the cone fundamentals (i.e. the pigment sensitivities of 
the human eye presented in Figure 5.2c) as the sensitivities gk of the human sensor 
in Equation 5.10, we transform first our recordings from the electronic sensor RGB  
to the human sensor RJG'B'. Then we use a standard transformation into the X Y Z  
colour space, from which we end up in the Lab space. Alternatively, we can use 
as the sensitivities gb in Equation 5.10 the colour matching functions of the X Y Z  
system, presented in Figure 5.2b. This transforms our electronic sensor recordings 
RGB  directly into the X Y Z  colour space and from there we transform them into
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the Lab space. We tried both approaches and both gave identical results.
In most cases when people transform their RGB  values into the Lab space, 
they use standard transformations from RGB  to X Y Z  and then to Lab, without 
bothering about the conditions under which these transformations have been derived 
and the sensors to which they refer. To show the difference between this ad hoc 
approach and the one presented here, we present results produced by our method 
and the ad hoc one.
Bg,
(a) 3D Grading in the Lab space before the (b) 3D Grading in the Lab space after the sen­
sensor transformation. sor transformation
Figure 5.8: Colour Shade Grading of Linz tiles. Tiles represented by the 
same symbol were classified to the same colour class by human 
experts.
These experiments were repeated with several series of tiles graded by human 
experts. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the grading of two sets of uniformly coloured 
tiles. For the purpose of presentation, tiles classified to the same grade by the 
human observer are represented by the same symbol. Each tile is represented by its 
mean values in the Lab system. In panels a we show the tiles without the spectral
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correction proposed here (i.e. by the ad hoc method), while in panels b we show the 
results of the method proposed here. In both panels the orientation of the axes is 
the same and we can see that after the proposed correction the clusters identified 
by the humans become more distinct.
To quantify this result, we also computed the Bhattacharyya Distance between 
the clusters. This is a popular metric for computing the distance between clusters 
in an N-dimensional space, and is given by the following formula [74]:
1fj, = (Mg -  Ml) +  : l^n- ^  ^  (5.14)1
Si+S?. 
2
2
where Mi and M2 are the mean vectors of the two clusters being compared, and Ei 
and Eg are their covariance matrices. We computed this distance between every two 
clusters. Using the ad hoc transformation matrix, the minimum distance between 
the grades of Figure 5.8 was 13.1. Using the computed transformation matrix it is 
14.2. Similarly, and for the tiles of Figure 5.9, the minimum distance initially was 
33.1 and with the proposed method it is 34.5.
5.5 Conclusions
Colour measurement is a subjective process, which differs from one sensor to another. 
When one wants to compare the results from an electronic sensor, like the one of a 
machine vision system, with the results of a human observer, some discrepancies are 
expected. Colour shade grading for surface inspection requires very high accuracy, 
and such discrepancies can distort the results.
In order to compensate for this, we propose a method based on a sensor trans­
formation, which converts the tristimulus values acquired with the electronic sensor 
to values which a human observer would perceive. In order to determine the pa­
rameters of this transformation, we employ synthetic metameric data, which imitate
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(a) 3D Grading in the Lab space before the (b) 3D Grading in the Lab space after the sen­
sensor transformation. sor transformation.
Figure 5.9: Colour Shade Grading of Koala tiles.
the properties if the surfaces. Comparing our method with real metameric data, we 
found that the synthetically generated data give a good approximation to the real 
ones.
The motivation for this work was the ceramic tiles manufacturing process, which 
produces surfaces that only a well trained human observer can colour grade. The 
automatic inspection procedure has been tested on a number of tiles and the results 
confirm that the introduction of perceptual features improves the quality of the 
colour grading method proposed in this thesis.
Chapter 6 
Perceptual Correction for Colour 
Grading of Random  Textures
6.1 Introduction
Colour grading consists of two individual parts, the grading of uniform surfaces and 
the grading of randomly textured surfaces. Surfaces with geometric patterns can 
be considered as a special case of uniform surfaces. In Chapter 3 we dealt with the 
case of uniformly coloured surfaces, using data directly from a colour camera and 
we proposed a method to correct for spatial and temporal non-uniformities of the 
illumination. However, the spatial and temporal illumination corrections proposed 
there are also applicable to patterned surfaces: For the case of segmentable patterns 
because we treat each colour separately. For the case of random textures because 
the texture component can be considered as another high frequency variation, in ad­
dition to the thermal noise, which does not influence the low frequency illumination 
correction applied.
In Chapter 4 we proposed a method based on the comparison of colour histograms 
for colour grading of random textures. Further, in order to improve the performance 
of our system, we proposed in Chapter 5 a method for perceptual colour correction of
78
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uniform surfaces, based on a transformation of the data acquired with the electronic 
sensor to data that approximate what a human observer would have perceived.
The latter approach may be used to correct the colours perceived by the electronic 
sensor, but it does not take into consideration the way humans perceive surfaces 
with very fine textures. Such surfaces cannot be segmented and the segmented 
components be processed as uniform areas. Further, there is psychophysical evidence 
[69] that the response of the human visual system is different to colour stimuli from 
textured surfaces from its response to uniform colour surfaces. Even the responses 
of electronic sensors are imperfect when data with fine textures are captured.
For example, it is known that above 50 — 60cpd (cycles/degree) no separate 
colours are perceived (assuming high levels of ambient illumination, otherwise this 
limit is even lower, lying between 20 — SOcpd) [75]. This was confirmed by our 
experiments presented in Chapter 3, concerning the tiles with the geometric pattern 
that consisted of fine lines: no distinct colour shades were identified for the pattern, 
although the tiles used in the experiment belonged to two different batches. Our 
everyday experience tells us that finely coloured textured surfaces are not perceived 
segmented in their distinct colours, but rather categorised according to the overall 
colour impression they create. Thus, a coat may be called “green”, not because it 
is fully green, but because it looks green when seen from a distance, in spite of the 
multi-coloured fine blotches it consists of. The effect of seeing it from a distance is 
equivalent to saying that the frequency of the pattern goes above the colour detection 
spatial frequency threshold, above which no individual colours are identified. This is 
due to the spatial blurring of our sensors. The problem is that the electronic and 
the human sensors do not necessarily blur the patterns in the same way.
In this chapter we propose a method for perceptual colour shade grading of 
randomly textured surfaces. The proposed method first removes the spatial blurring 
introduced by the electronic sensor, and then converts the data to a pattern-colour 
separable space, where we introduce blurring emulating the way the human visual
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system perceives colour texture. The data are finally converted to a perceptually 
uniform colour space, where the colour grading is performed.
Section 6.2 discusses the restoration method we use to recover our data from 
the degraded camera output. Section 6.3 discusses how the data are converted to 
a perceptual colour space which emulates the spatial blurring of the human visual 
system. The proposed method of colour shade grading and some experimental results 
are discussed in Section 6.4.
6.2 Sensor Blurring and Image R estoration
Practically every imaging system introduces some kind of degradation to the data 
it captures. A common phenomenon, when one deals with very fine textures, is the 
spatial blurring that the imaging system introduces to the data. This phenomenon 
can be quantified in terms of how spread a point source appears to be when its image 
is captured. This is expressed by the point spread function (PSP) of the system. In 
order to remove this spatial blurring, there are various image restoration techniques, 
which rely on a priori knowledge of the PSF.
The degradation process is modelled by a function h{x,y,x',y'),  which together 
with an additive noise term v{x, y) operates on an input image f[x,  y) to produce a 
degraded image g[x,y)\
9{^,y) = J  f  K^,y,oc',y')f{x',y')dx'dy'-]-v{x,y) (6 .1 )
Image restoration is the process of obtaining an approximation to f{x ,y )  given 
g{x,y) and some knowledge of the degradation process in the form of the function 
h{x,y,x',y') .
In the absence of noise the degraded image of a point source described by 
f{x' ,y') = 6{x' — a, y' — p) would be given by h{x,y,a,j3). Therefore h{x,y,a ,p)
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is the PSF of the sensor, which in general is dependent on the position (a, p) of the 
point in the ideal picture. If the degraded image of a point is independent of the 
position of the point, the PSF takes the form h{x — x', y ~  y')\
g{x, y) == J  J  h{x -  x', y -  y ') f{x\  y')dx'dy' +  u(rc, y) (6 .2 )
and if the Fourier Transform is applied, the above equation becomes;
G{u,v) = H { u , v ) F { u ,v ) N { u , v ) ,  (6.3)
H{u,v) = [  [  h{x,y)e~^‘^'^ ‘^^ '^ '^^^^dxdyJ —oo J —oo
where N{u, v) is the Fourier transform of the noise held and function H{u, v) is the 
transfer function of the system.
Theoretically, the PSF could be computed from an image with an ideal point 
source. However, such an image cannot be easily created, so in practice the PSF 
can be computed from an image with sharp lines or step edges. The image of an 
ideal line parallel to the x-axis, denoted by hi{y), is related to the PSF h{x,y) by 
[77]:
r+oohi{y) =  / h{x,y)dx (6.4)V—oo
Then, the Fourier transform Hi{v) of hi{y) is equal to the transfer function for u — 0:
/+00 r r + o o  1 r + o o/  h(x,y)dx e-^^””'dy = /  h,{y)e-^^^'^dy = Hi{vl6.5)-O O  U —O O  J J — o o
This shows that if the image of a line parallel to the x-axis is Fourier transformed, 
the result gives the values of the transfer function H{u,v) along the line u =  0  in 
the tiu-plane. Similarly, the Fourier transform of the image of a line oriented at an 
angle 9 with respect to the x-axis, gives in the wu-plane the values of H{u, v) along
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a line with slope 9 +  90° with respect to the u axis.
Ideal lines, in analogy with the ideal points, cannot be easily created. However, 
the above methodology can be generalised for images which contain sharp edges. 
An edge S{y) along the x-axis is a unit step function equal to 0  for y < 0 and to 1 
for y > 0. Let hg(x, y) be the image of this edge. Then
:"4-oo f+oo/ -f p-r/ h{x - x ' , y  -  y')S{y')dx'dy'
- O O  J — D O
/ +00 f + OO/ h{x',y')S{y ~ y')dx'dy' (6 .6 )
- G O  J — O O
Taking the partial derivative of both sides with respect to y and interchanging the 
order of the integral and derivative operators on the right-hand side, we obtain:
/ +00 r+oo/ h{x’,y ' )8 (y -y ' )dx’dy' (6.7)
-oo J —oo-oo J —oo '+ 0 0/ -t-oo h{x', y)dx'-oo
By comparing Equations 6.4 and 6.7 we see that hi[y) =  dhe{y)/dy. In other words, 
the image of a line is the derivative of the image of an edge parallel to the line. 
Therefore, the methodology for ideal lines can be applied to images with step edges, 
after computing the partial derivative of the image, along the direction orthogonal 
to the edge. In the digital case we may compute the derivative from the following 
equation:
^dy~^ ~  2 y — 1 )] (6 .8 )
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6.2.1 D erivation of th e PSF
In order to derive the PSF we need an image with many edges at various (known) 
orientations. Normally, we need a test chart like the one shown in Figure 6 .1 a. 
Such a chart, although it would allow accurate measurements, it would require the 
computation of the partial directional derivative of the digital image for various 
angles. This would inevitably require image interpolation. However, the extra 
information provided using such a chart is not necessary if the PSF of our sensor 
is circularly symmetric. To establish whether the PSF of our sensor is circularly 
symmetric, we use a simple chart like the one in Figure 6 .1 b. This chart can be 
used to measure the PSF at 0°,45°,90° and 135°. The test chart is captured using 
the camera-grabber system [72, 81] used throughout all our experiments, using the 
standard viewing and illuminating conditions.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Test charts for the derivation of the Point Spread Function.
To check the symmetry of the sensor, we compute the derivative of the image at 
0°, 45°, 90° and 135° using the Robinson operators [78]. The masks used are shown 
in Figure 6.2.
Then, we compute the Fourier Transform of the derivative image. The Fourier
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(e) M4
1 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 -2
0 0 0 1 0 -1 2 0 -2 1 0 -1
-1 -2 -1 0 -1 -2 1 0 -1 2 1 0
(a) MO (b) Ml (c) M2 (d) M3
-1 -2 -1 -2 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 1 2
0 0 0 -1 0 1 -2 0 2 -1 0 1
1 2 1 0 1 2 -1 0 1 -2 -1 0
(f) M5 (g)M6 (h) M7
Figure 6 .2 : 3 x 3  masks used to compute the derivative in 0,45,90 and 135 
degrees.
transformed image (real and imaginary parts) comes in two forms:
1 . the standard uv-pl&ne with the DC component at the centre.
2. the /30-plane of polar coordinates.
The latter form can be easily used to obtain the spectrum of a line at a given 
angle that corresponds to a step edge in the input image. The transformation from 
the first form of the Fourier transform to the second can have arbitrary precision 
for the number of quantisation levels in the radius direction and in the angular 
direction.
In Figure 6.3a we plot the computed PSF of our sensor for 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° 
in 1-D for presentation reasons. In Figure 6.3b we zoom into the central part of the 
plot of Figure 6.3a. Two of the four profiles of the PSFs plotted there are clearly 
narrower than the other two. This is because they correspond to orientations 45° 
and 135° and the distance of the pixels along these orientations is \/2 longer than 
the distance of the pixels along 0° and 90°. Thus, the value of the PSF that is 
plotted as being 1 pixel away from the peak, in reality is approximately 1.4 pixels 
away. Indeed, if we take the ratio of the widths of the two pairs of the profiles.
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we find the value of 1.4. In Figures 6.3c and 6.3d we plot separately the two 
pairs of profiles to show that our system has the same behaviour along the 45°, 135° 
and 0°, 90° orientations. Taking into account the \ / 2  correction for the 45° and 
135°, we conclude that our PSF is to a high degree circularly symmetric. Thus it 
is not necessary to estimate it using any more elaborate procedure. In practice, we 
computed the average of the four profiles presented in Figure 6.3 and used that as 
the profile of a circularly symmetric PSF.
6.2.2 W iener Filtering
In the absence of noise, in order to obtain the original image, we can solve Equation 
6.3 for F{u,v) = G{u,v)/H{u,v),  and then apply the inverse Fourier transform to 
obtain f {x,y)  from F{u,v). However, the value of F{u,v) cannot be determined at 
the zeros of H(u,v).  In reality, because of the inevitable presence of noise, the full 
equation 6.3 should be used, in which case:
« “■•I -  <“ )
Thus, even when H{u,v) is not exactly 0, but close to it, N{u,v)/H{u,v)  may 
take values much larger than F{u,v). This makes the estimation of f {x,y)  very 
unreliable.
A method commonly used which overrides those problems is the least squares or 
Wiener filtering [50, 77]. The transfer function of the filter used, is defined as:
M{u,v)  (6.10)
where Sff{u,v)  and are the spectral densities of the uncorrupted signal
and the noise, respectively and H{u, v) is the Fourier transform of the PSF. If no 
statistical properties of the noise are known, the ratio St,j,{u,v)/Sff{u,v) is usually
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(a) Four profiles of the PSF (b) Zooming into (a)
(c) PSF profile for orientations 0° and 90° (d) PSF profile for orientations 45° and
135°
Figure 6.3: The Point Spread Function of our camera-grabber setup, in 
two different scales. We plot the PSF at four different angles 
(0°, 45°, 90° and 135°) to show that the sensor we used is circu­
larly symmetric.
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replaced by a parameter F, the value of which is determined experimentally.
Having defined the PSF of our system, we used it in conjunction with the above 
filter to deblur our image. We process the image in the Fourier domain, where the 
original image G(u,v)  is multiplied with the filter M(u,v)  to obtain the restored 
image F(u, v). Then the inverse Fourier transform is computed. The profile along a 
line of a random texture before and after the image restoration procedure is shown 
in Figure 6.4. The parameter F in this case was equal to O.IJF — 04.
150.0
200.0
200.0
50.0
0.0
(a) Before (b) After
Figure 6.4: Profile of the same texture, before and after the image restoration 
procedure.
6.3 Perceptual Blurring
The response characteristics of the visual mechanism are functions of not only the 
spectral properties of the stimuli, but also of the temporal and spatial variations of 
these stimuli. Therefore, when an observer deals with multi-coloured objects, with 
fine textures, his colour matching behaviour is aflFected by the spatial properties of 
the observed pattern.
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The behaviour of human subjects under the above conditions has only recently 
been systematically studied. Traditional colour science studied the human response 
only ^oruniformly coloured objects, and as a result, most of the existing standards 
perform well under such conditions. However, experiments from the discipline of 
psychophysics indicate that colour appearance depends on the spatial frequency of 
the observed pattern [76].
To perform the colour grading using machine vision, in a way which is consistent 
with the grading achieved by the human inspectors, ideally we need to use data that 
approximate what the human visual system would perceive. In the case of uniform 
surfaces, the main discrepancy between the human and the electronic observer comes 
from the fact that their spectral sensitivities are different. Colour matching depends 
only on the surface reflectance, and both sensors are able to match colours in an 
accurate, yet different way.
However, when one deals with fine textures, the colour sensitivity is lower, 
whereas the spatial blurring the sensor introduces becomes more dominant. In 
the previous section we discussed how the data obtained with an electronic sensor 
can be restored. One would possibly use those restored images to perform sensor- 
independent colour grading. Although this would produce more “objective” results, 
it would not agree with what human inspectors would perceive. Therefore, the re­
stored data should be first spatially blurred in agreement with the blurring of the 
human visual system, and then colour graded.
Further, we need to compute the perceptual colour differences of the surfaces we 
inspect. In the RGB colour space, it is difficult to define a quantity that suitably 
describes the colour difference a human observer may perceive. For this purpose, 
the CIE recommends the use of two perceptually uniform colour spaces and associ­
ated colour-difference formulae, the Luv and the Lab colour spaces. These colour 
spaces, however, have been designed using appearance judgements of uniform sur­
faces. Thus, they are not suitable for measuring the difference of textured colour
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images which may be perceptually similar but numerically very different.
Experiments with human subjects indicate that the change in colour appear­
ance with spatial frequency can be explained by assuming that signals from three 
opponent-colour mechanisms are scaled by a gain factor that depends on the local 
spatial frequency content of the image [79]. In this respect, Zhang and Wandell [80] 
propose an extension of the CIE Lab space, based on a pattern-colour separable 
transformation, called Spatial CIE Lab (S-CIELAB).
The image is initially transformed from the CIE X Y Z  space to the opponent- 
colours space, where the three channels represent luminance, red-green and yellow- 
blue, respectively. This transformation is defined by:
01 =  0.279% -b0.72y-0.107Z
0 2 =  -0 .449% -h 0.29y -  0.0.077Z
0 3 =  0.086% -  0.59y H-0.501Z (6 .1 1 )
Then the data of each channel are filtered by two-dimensional spatial kernels, defined 
as the sum of some Caussian functions:
(6-12)
where m is 3 for the luminance channel, and 2 for the red-green and yellow-blue 
channels, and Wi and cr% are some parameters. The values for {wi, ai) have been 
determined from psychological measurements of colour appearance on human sub­
jects (Table 6.1). Since the spread is given in degrees of visual angle, we need 
to convert it to the equivalent spread in inter-pixel distances in order to use the 
above kernels with our images. To do that we use the pixel size of our sensor and 
we assume a distance of 40cm, typical for industrial inspection tasks. The physical 
dimension of a tile is 2 0 c?n and this is represented by bbOpixels, which means that
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1 inter-pixel distance corresponds to 0.052mm. The size of the masks used, is equal 
to 1° of visual angle as recommended in [80]. In Figure 6.5 we plot the 3 kernels, 
for a distance of 40cm.
Plan Weights Spread (degrees) Spread (pixels)
Lum 0.921 0.05 0.96
0.105 0.225 4.32
-0.108 7 134.4
Red-green 0.531 R685 13.15
0.33 0.826 15.86
Blue-yellow oua8
0.371
0.092
0.6451
1.766
12.385
Table 6.1; The parameters of the perceptual blurring. Spread is given in 
degrees of visual angle in the third column and in inter-pixel dis­
tances in the fourth.
These masks leave intact large uniform areas, whereas areas with fine texture 
are blurred in a way that simulates the spatial blurring of the human visual system. 
Finally, the blurred data are transformed back into the CIE X Y Z  colour space and 
from there to the CIE Lab colour space.
6.4 Experim ents and Results
At a first stage, we pre-process our data using the corrections discussed in Chapter
3. Then, the spatially blurred data, due to the camera and grabber distortions, are 
restored using Wiener filtering with the PSF previously computed. The restored 
data are converted from the RCB space to the CIE X Y Z  space, and finally to 
the opponent-colours space. The perceptual blurring of the human visual system is 
performed by filtering the data using the kernels proposed by Zhang and Wandell. 
Finally, the data are converted to the CIE Lab space, where the colour grading takes 
place. To colour grade the perceptually corrected data, we use the method based 
on the comparison between colour histograms, discussed in Chapter 4.
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(a) Luminance
(b) Red-Green
(c) Yellow-Blue
Figure 6.5: Perceptual blurring kernels.
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Figure 6 .6 : Colour Shade Grading of Lofoi Tiles. The dashed line represents 
the grading before the perceptual blurring, while the solid line 
represents the grading after the perceptual blurring. The tiles 
consist of 3 grades, with 6  tiles each (each grade represented by 
consecutive numbers).
We tested our method using various sets of ceramic tiles, previously colour graded 
by human experts. Images of such tiles are shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 6 .6  illustrates 
the colour grading of one set of multi-coloured tiles. This set consists of 3 grades, of 
6  tiles each (Tiles 1 — 6  belong to the first grade, tiles 7 — 12 to the second and tiles 
13 — 18 to the third). On the X  axis we plot the identification number of each tile, 
and on the Y  axis the linear correlation coefficient. The dashed line connects the 
values of the correlation coefficient used for grading, computed from the data from 
the electronic sensor, without the perceptual correction. The solid line connects the 
corresponding values, computed after applying the proposed perceptual correction.
It is obvious that the separation of the first grade from the rest has improved.
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Figure 6.7: Colour Shade Grading of Cervaiole Tiles. The dashed line repre­
sents the grading before the perceptual blurring, while the solid 
line represents the grading after the perceptual blurring. The 
tiles consist of 2 grades, with 4 tiles each.
Perhaps it is not so clear what happened between grades 2 and 3. In the last 
column of Table 6.2 we give the minimum distance between any two members of 
clusters which could overlap. Similarly, in the last column of Table 6.3 we give the 
Bhattacharyya distance between grades which could overlap. These distances should 
be compared with the corresponding distances given in the second column, which 
were computed before the perceptual blurring. From these tables, one can see that 
in all cases the clusters are more clearly separated after the perceptual correction.
Figures 6.7, 6 .8  and 6.9 plot the results for three other sets of tiles, and the 
corresponding entries in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 verify that the perceptual blurring im­
proves the performance of the grading in those cases too, and in cases where there 
was cluster overlap we have clearly separated grades now.
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Figure 6 .8 : Colour Shade Grading of Tamigi Tiles. The dashed line repre­
sents the grading before the perceptual blurring, while the solid 
line represents the grading after the perceptual blurring. The 
tiles consist of 3 grades, with 7 tiles each.
It is possible to argue that the use of the particular blurring masks proposed 
by Zhang & Wandell [80] is not so crucial and that what is more important is the 
low pass filtering of the opponent colour planes, as that reduces colour variability 
and thus may make the clusters more compact, by making the colour histograms 
we compare more gross. To test for this hypothesis, we blurred the opponent colour 
planes using a Gaussian mask, of the same size as the masks of Figure 6.5 (i.e. 
19 X 19) and variance such that the cut off weight of the mask is about 1% of its 
central value ((7 =  2). In other words, we repeated all the experiments with the only 
difference that some arbitrary Gaussian masks were used instead of those proposed 
in [80]. The results of these experiments are shown in the penultimate columns of 
Tables 6.2 and 6.3. In two cases (for the Lofoi and Tamigi series) blurring with
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Figure 6.9: Colour Shade Grading of Schubert Tiles. The dashed line repre­
sents the grading before the perceptual blurring, while the solid 
line represents the grading after the perceptual blurring. The 
tiles consist of 2 grades, with 7 tiles and 8  tiles respectively.
the arbitrary masks improved the cluster separation, but not by as much as the 
perceptual blurring. In the other two cases (for the Cervaiole and Schubert series), 
however, Gaussian blurring made the separation of clusters worse. We experimented 
with a few more values of the standard deviations of the Gaussian masks and in all 
cases the results obtained weânconsistent, reflecting the arbitrariness of the masks 
used.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we propose a method which improves the performance of colour shade 
grading of random textures. Those textures are very similar, and only experienced
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Minimum Distance
Tile Name No Blurring Gaussian Blurring Perceptual Blurring
Lofoi 0.033232 0.041997 0.045180
Cervaiole 0.007061 -0.002549 0.049634
Tamigi -0.008910 0.004242 0.034032
Schubert -0.072359 0.000092 0.003780
Table 6.2: The minimum of the Minimum Distances between members of any 
two clusters for four sets of tiles. Negative numbers indicate that 
the clusters overlap.
Bhattacharyya Distance
Tile Name No Blurring Gaussian Blurring Perceptual Blurring
Lofoi 2.471230 2.676223 3.008799
Cervaiole 1.847365 0.669405 5T69884
Tamigi 1.094371 1.152174 1.684638
Schubert 0.161313 0.061696 0.505456
Table 6.3: The minimum Bhattacharyya Distance between any two clusters 
for each set of tiles.
human inspectors can grade them.
Since our purpose is to replace the human inspector in the quality control of this 
industry, we apply a method which is found to emulate the operation of the human 
perception of patterns. The automatic inspection procedure has been tested on a 
number of series of ceramic tiles and the results indicate that the perceptual blurring 
improves the performance of the colour shade grading method in a consistent way, 
unlike the blurring that could be performed using arbitrarily chosen blurring masks.
Chapter 7
D iscussion and Conclusions
In this thesis, the problem of colour shade grading for industrial inspection has been 
addressed. New algorithms and methodologies have been developed in order to deal 
with all aspectsof the problem. An integrated method for colour grading of flat 
surfaces, either uniform, patterned, or with random textures was proposed.
7.1 M ajor contributions of this thesis
The aim of this thesis was to investigate all aspects of colour grading for industrial 
inspection, and propose efficient and applicable methods. Therefore, the major 
problems we were confronted with and the solutions we proposed can be summarised 
as follows:
1 . Spatial Correction of the data. We model the illumination field with a two- 
dimensional polynomial, the coefficients of which are determined from a num­
ber of training images, and then correct our data according to this polynomial 
[82, 83].
2 . Temporal Correction of the data. The high accuracy required for colour grad­
ing does not allow any fluctuations of the illumination, no matter what kind
97
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of hardware is used. Therefore, an essential stage is the temporal correction 
of the data, which can be performed using a reference surface in the image. 
We found that without this step the colour grading is totally unreliable [84].
3. Colour grading of random textures. We proposed a method based on the 
comparison of the colour histograms of the surface under consideration and 
a reference surface. We used an efficient storage method for the colour his­
tograms, based on Binary Trees. Moreover, we investigated the statistical 
properties of the comparison of the two histograms. We proposed an alterna­
tive to the test, based on the linear correlation coefficient, which we found 
to be equally efficient in the case of colour grading, with the extra advantage 
of being defined in a closed range [85, 8 6 ].
4. Perceptual correction for colour grading of uniform surfaces. In order to 
achieve the performance of a human inspector, we proposed a method for 
colour grading which transforms the data acquired with the electronic sen­
sor to data that the human vision system would record. The parameters of 
this transformation are determined using met amer ic data. We demonstrated 
that synthetic metamers yield the same transformation parameters as the real 
ones, measured with a spectrophotometer, thus making the use of such an 
instrument unnecessary [87, 8 8 ].
5. Perceptual correction for colour grading of random textures. Experiments 
on human subjects indicate that the perception of texture is different from 
the perception of large uniform areas. Therefore, we proposed a method for 
perceptual colour grading of random textures, which first restores the electron­
ically acquired data to their original form, and then introduces a perceptual 
blurring which is found to approximate the way the human vision system op­
erates. We demonstrated how this method improves the performance of the 
colour grading algorithm.
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All the proposed methods have been extensively tested using real surfaces, pre­
viously colour graded by human experts. Those surfaces were taken from a high 
quality ceramic tile production line, and consisted of many individual sets, with 
many different colour and texture features. From the proposed methods, the ones 
that rely only on data acquired with the electronic sensor, proved to be quite consis­
tent and successful, with the advantage of being relatively simple and fast. However, 
there were cases where they failed, whereas the perceptual methods achieved better 
results. The extra complexity introduced by these methods may be justified when 
very high quality is required. Their real time implementation however, should not 
be a problem if the appropriate hardware is available.
7.2 Future Directions
Throughout this thesis we addressed the problem of colour grading of fiat surfaces. 
Although this is perhaps the most usual situation in an industrial environment, it 
is not the only case where colour grading is necessary. Expanding colour grading to 
3-dimensional objects involves many new challenges to be investigated. One of the 
major difficulties of inspecting 3D objects is the effect of illumination. In fiat objects 
the problem of variable illumination can be addressed by polynomial fitting. In a 
3D object however, it is necessary to take into consideration not only the spatial 
variability of illumination but also highlights, shadows and the geometry of the 
object itself. Further, the interference of the various illumination sources should be 
studied, and a new method of multiple temporal correction (with more than one 
reference surfaces) should be used. Also, the capturing of the whole object may 
require fusion of information from more than one sensor or from many shapshots.
Therefore, expanding the colour grading methodology proposed in this thesis to 
the 3-dimensional space is not as straight-forward as one would think, and it can be 
seen as the next step of this work.
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